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OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS

PREFACE

N n 1988, the Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) developed and published a

Strategic Plan for the United States' space science and applications program during the next 5 to

10 ),ears. The Plan presented the proposed OSSA program for the next fiscal year and defined a

flexible process that provides tile basis for near-term decisions on the allocation of resources and

the planning of filture effbrts. Based on the strategies that have been developed by the advisory

committees both of tile National Academy of Sciences and of NASA, the Plan balances major,

moderate, and small mission initiatives, the utilization of Space Station Freedom, and the re-

quirements for a vital research base. The Plan can be adjusted to accommodate vaQing budget

levels, both those levels that provide opportunities for an expanded science and applications

program, and those that constrain growth.

_ SSA's strategic planning is constrncted around five actions: (1) establish a set of program-

matie themes; (2) establish a set of decision rules; (3) establish a set of priorities for missions and

programs within each theme; (4) demonstrate that the strategy can )ield a viable program; and

(5) check the strategy fi)r consistency with resource constraints. The outcome of this process is a

clear, coherent strategy that meets both NASA's and OSSA's goals, that assures realism in long-

range planning and advanced technology development, and that provides sufficient resiliency to

respond and adapt to both known and unexpected internal and external realities.

ahe OSSA Strategic Phm is revised annually to retlect the approval of new programs, im-

proved understanding of requirements and issues, and any major changes in the circumstances,

both _vithin NASA and external to NASA, in which OSSA initiatives are considered. Several

noteworthy events occurred in 1990 that influence this ),ear's Plan. For example, the Advisor),

Conlmittee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program has made recommendations that are

particularly relevant to OSSA: that science remain the cornerstone of NASA's program, that

NASA pursue Mission to Planet Earth with the urgency that the program connotes and Mission

from Planet Earth as resources become available, and that enhanced attention to technology and

infrastructure be fi_cused to serve those mission goals. Federal budget guidelines for NASA

suggest a constrained enviromnent fbr some time to colne. The restructuring of Space Station

Freedom has led to the revision of OSSA's near-term plans fi_r utilization of Freedom Station.
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_l his OSSA 1991 Strategic Plan reflects a transitional year in which we respond to these

changes and focus on car_4ng out a vital space science program and strengthening our research

base to reap the benefits of current and |'uture missions. The Plan is built on interrelated,

complementary strategies for the core space science program, for Mission to Planet Earth, and

for Mission from Planet Earth. Each strate_' has its own unique thenles and mission priorities,

but they share a common set of principles and a common goal- leadership through the achieve-

ment of exeellenee.

D alendar year 1990 was a period of high activity, _4th the launches of the 1[ubble Space

Telescope, Pegsat, the Roentgen Satellite, the Combined Release and Radiation Effeets Satellite,

and Ulysses, and the flight of the Astro Spaeelab mission. Missions launched in 1989 also success-

fidly met major milestones in 1990, including Galileo's Venus and Earth flybys, the Cosmic

Background Explorer s_ _survey, and the initiation of the Magellan mapping phase. An equally

exciting year, 1991 will bring the launches of the Gamma Ray Observator3', the Upper Atmo-

sphere Research Satellite, the Extreme Ultra_5olet Explorer, and one Spaeelab flight: the first

Space Life Sciences mission. The challenge to whieh this 1991 Plan responds is to make certain

that this level of activity is sustained and thus to ensure the realization of the space program

em'isioned by the Ad_Sso_' Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program.

L. A. Fisk

Associate Administrator

for Space Science and Applications

April 6, 1991
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INTRODUCTION

National Space Policy

_he National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 established NASA's mandate to conduct

activities in space that contribute substantially to the expansion of human knowledge and "to the

preservation of the role of the United States as a leader in aeronautical and space science and

technolog T and in the application thereof to the conduct of peaceful actix, ities within and outside

the atmosphere."

_hree decades later, the Directive on National Space Policy, updated by the National Space

Council and signed by President Bush on November 2, 1989, similarly states that "a fundamental

objective guiding United States space activities has been, and continues to be, space leadership."

N eadership in space call only be maintained through the active, continuing development of a

vital scientific research and applications program, and through the visible and significant achieve-

ment of the objectives of that program. Accordingly, the policy also states that some of the overall

goals of the United States civilian space program are:

l_o achieve these goals, President Bush's 1989 space policy set forth the following objectives

for civilian space activities:
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l_Inderseoring national space policy are the recommendations of the Advisory Committee on

the Future of the U.S. Space Program. This Committee was appointed "to advise the NASA

Administrator on overall approaches NASA management can use to implement the U.S. Space

Program for the coming decades." The Committee's reeommendations were made to the NASA

Administrator, and with him, to the Vice President in his eapaeity, as Chairman of the National

Space Council. The Committee's report, published in December 1990, states that "the spaee

science program warrants highest priority ... It is this endeavor in science that enables basic

discovery and understanding, that uncovers the filndamental knowledge of our own planet to

improve the quality of life for all people on Earth, and that stimulates the education of the

scientists needed for the future. Science gives vision, imagination, and direction to the space

program, and as such should be vigorously protected and permitted to grow, holding at or

somewhat above its present fraetion of NASA's budget even as the overall space budget

grows.'" The report further reeommends that, having established science as the central core,

tnvo mission-oriented objectives also should be supported: Mission t() Planet Earth, and Mission

from Planet Earth.

_hese recommendations reinforce traditional OSSA goals, and they affirm many both long-

standing and evolving NASA goals. As its contribution to the President's U.S. Global Change

Research Program, NASA has already initiated the international Mission to Planet Earth, a

concept that uses space- and ground-based measurement systems to provide the scientific basis

|'or understanding global change. An initiative of immediate urgency, Mission to Planet Earth

begins _th the launehes of Earth science missions currently in development, including the

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite, the Ocean Topography Experiment, and instrumented

Shuttle/Spaeelab flights. The eoncept then builds on these missions to include three new program

elements -- Earth Probes, the Earth Observing System, and eventually Geostationary Platforms

-- to pr(Mde a constellation of satellites in a variety of orbits aroun(t Earth to study global

changes within the Earth system.

D ASA has also been examining alternative approaches to Mission from Planet Earth, which

encompasses all elements of the previously named Space Exploration Initiative. The present role

of space science and applications programs in Mission from Planet Earth is eritical: to ensure the

safety, well-being, and evoMng self-sufficiency of human space travelers, to condnct scientific

robotic missions to characterize the environments of the Moon and Mars, and to phm for scien-

tific investigations on and from the Moon and Mars.

_ hrough programs such as these, NASA has always endeavored to expand the frontiers of

disc(weD', mlderstanding, human experience, and teehnolog 9, to enrieh our Nation, ensure a

position of leadership, and capture the benefits of space for humankind. As space science and
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applications programs open new vistas of knowledge, the possibilities for human exploration and

habitation of space expand. Using the unique characteristics and perspective of Earth orbit, space

science increases our understanding of Earth and the way in which we humans are changing its

environment. The knowledge gained through observing our own planet from space stimulates

new capabilities to improve life on Earth. And the critical technologies that are developed to

enhance the exploration and utilization of space can be transferred to the private sector to assure

our economic competitiveness and contribute to the national defense. In all these ways, pushing

the frontiers of knowledge and capability contributes to the realization of one of mankind's most

compelling aspirations -- to ever explore and understand.

OmA Ovorviow

_lhe Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) is one of the program offices of the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). OSSA is responsible for planning,

directing, executing, and evaluating that part of the overall NASA program that has the goal of

using the unique characteristics of the space environment to conduct a scientific stud), of the

universe, to understand how the Earth works as an integrated system, to solve practical problems

on Earth, and to provide the scientific and technological research foundation for expanding hu-

man presence beyond Earth orbit into the solar system. OSSA guides its program toward leader-

ship through its pursuit of excellence in space science and applications across the full spectrum

of disciplines. The aspiration to excellence, combined with the active achievement of program

goals, firmly positions U.S. space science and applications for an exciting, productive filture.

_he efforts of the OSSA program result in increased knowledge for all hmnanity. The scope of

these ettbrts ranges from Earth's oceans and tectonic plates to the upper reaches of its atmo-

sphere, and from our own solar system to the most distant galaxies. The pursuit of these

objectives results in the development of tools, techniques, and procedures that can use the

vantage point or characteristics of space to aid in the solution of major national anti global prob-

lems and to contribute to the economic health and development of the United States.

O SSA pursues these goals through an integrated program of ground-based ]aboratou' research

and experilnentation; suborbital flight of instruments on airplanes, balloons, and sounding

rockets; flight of instrmnents and the conduct of life sciences and microgravit 3' research on the

Shuttle/Spacelab system and on Space Station Freedom; and development and flight of auto-

mated Earth-orbiting and interplanetary' spacecraft. The program is conducted with the

participation and support of all the NASA Centers, other Government agencies and facilities,

universities throughout the United States, and the aerospace contractor comnmnity, with sub-

stantial international participation in many aspects of the program.

_ll SSA comprises eight Divisions. The Administration and Resources Management Division is

responsible for OSSA fiscal and institutional management and for coordinating OSSA educational

activities, public affairs, international relations, industry affairs, and Congressional relations. The

Flight Systems Division is responsible tbr managing and integrating OSSA science anti technol-

og)' utilization of the Space Shuttle, Spacelab, and Space Station Freedom. In addition, the Flight

Systems Division has been assigned the responsibility for serving OSSA-WIde information systems

needs in areas such as networking, supereomputers, and data management. The change was

precipitated by the recent decision to reorganize the Communications and Intbrmation Systems
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Di_dsion. This reorganization was initiated to enhance the efficiency of both communications and

information systems aeti_dties, with tile majority of communications efforts to eventually come

under tile auspices of the Office of Commercial Programs, and the teehnolog 3, research and

development efforts to come under the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology.

_he other six OSSA elements are program Divisions, each of which emphasizes and applies a

dif|_rent scientific discipline to successfidly accomplish OSSA's goals. These Di_-isions and their

roles are:

Astrophysics, which has the goals of understanding the origin and fate of the universe and the

birth and evolution of the large variety of objects in the universe, from the most benign to the

most exotic; and of probing the fundamental laws of physics by examining the effects of extreme

physical conditions on matter. The strategy for accomplishing these goals is based on contempo-

raneous observations across the entire electromagnetic spectrum.

Solar System Exploration, which has the goals of understanding the origin, evolution, and

current state of the solar system and the planets, moons, asteroids, and comets within it, including

tile search for planetao_ systems around other stars; of understanding Earth through comparative

planeta O, studies; and of establishing the scientific and technical data base required to support

major human activities on other planets.

Space Physics, which has the goals of understanding the Sun as a star, as an influence on Earth,

and as the dominant source of energy, plasma, and energetic particles in the solar system; under-

standing the interactions between the solar wind and solar system bodies, including studies of the

processes _4thin and between the magnetospheres, ionospheres, mesospheres, and thermo-

spheres of Earth and other solar system bodies; and understanding the nature of the heliosphere,

in its steady state as well as dynamic configuration, and the origin, acceleration, and propagation

of solar and galactic cosmic rays.

Earth Science and Applications, which has the goal of understanding planet Earth as an inte-

grated system, including the interactive processes that maintain the global surt:aee environmental

balance that maintains life, and those processes -- both natural and authropogenic -- that are

acting to change that balance. The strate_,_' to accomplish this goal involves basic research to

understand the physics, chemistu', d_lmmics, and biolo_' of interlinked Earth system processes,

remote sensing from space for global-scale examination of Earth, and modeling and data analysis

to provide a conceptual and predictive understanding of Earth as a system.

Life Sciences, which has tile goals of ensuring the health, well-being, and productivity of hmnans

in space; developing an understanding of the role of gravity on living systems; expanding our

understanding of the origin, evolution, and distribution of life in the universe; and promoting the

application of life sciences research to improve the quality of life on Earth.

Microgravity Science and Applications, which has the goals of utilizing the unique characteris-

tics of the spaceflight environment to conduct basic research in physics and chemistr3,, with

special emphasis on fundamental phenomena, materials science, and biotechnolog).'; of under-

standing the behavior of materials in a reduced gravity environnlent; and, where possible, <>f

demonstrating the production ()t"improved materials that have high technological utility.

_more detailed discussion of OSSA's scientific disciplines and their individual strategies is

provided in the Appendix.
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OSSA Goals and Objectives

D dvaneing scientific knowledge of Earth, the solar system, all(] the universe 1)eyond has

traditi(mallv been the fi)eus of OSSA's aetivitiesi OSSA has always directed its (,ller_,_: toward

usim**_ d," unique vantage point and environment of spaee to study the universe, to m](lersta]Jd the

[actors that influenee our planet's enviromnent, and to solve praetieal problems (m Earth, and this

pursuit remains a major eomponent of OSSA's plans. OSSA is now undertaking Missioll to Plam't

Earth, an illtegrated international satellite program for monitoring global ehanRe eoupled with a

eomprehensive data and information system. This program will generate high-precision, long-

term data sets for modelling global change processes, sueh as inereasing atmospheric greenhouse

gases, atmospheric ozone depletion, and deforestation, which policy-makers and seientists ean

use in formulating strategies for managing human impacts on global pr¢)eesses. In addition, many

current and future OSSA effi)rts _4ll directly support the goal of expanding human presence

beyond Earth. This goal will be supported by characterizing the enviromnents and surI,tces ()f' the

NIO()II t_.ll(] Mars, by determining the attributes o|' the space environment tlll(| establishing a

scientific basis for umlerstanding its long-term effects on hHman beings an(l their ]ifi_-support

requirements, by developing appropriate countermeasures to prevent or ame]ioralt •ttnS: detri-

mental effects ot" human spaee travel, by conducting research in microgravit.v to support

teehnolo_' development, and by plannillg strategies fi)r conducting science on and from the

Moon all(]. Mars.

l_lll SSA has established a number of near-term objectives that will guide its programs and plaHs

for the fidure. These now include (in no order of priority):
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OSSA Principles

On die coming years OSSA will continue to nm'ture the principles that have se_n'ed it well m

the past, including:

Ihd.m'," am.,_ the rari..,_ .,,,'icnl!lh" di,,,'riplim'.'_

0 specially important is the need for an interdisciplina O' approach to lll_ljol" scienti('ic problems.

The importance of such an approach becomes compelling as the pursuit of solutions to major

space research problems evolves to transcend some o(" the narrow and artificial boundaries

between discipli,es. Such problen_s cannot be solved without applying data and insights {'rola

many dif(Orent fields. The fimm • will see a continuing application of multidisciplinaL'y approaches

in such areas as Earth system science; the origin of stars and solar systems; the origin, evolution,

and distribution of life; the processes that cause all planets to tbrm and change; and the in('orma-

tion needed to cond.ct long-term human voya[zes beyond Earth.
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OSlI& Vision

JSSA envisions that, at the dawn of the 21st Century, we will continue to exercise world

leadership in space science through a balanced program of high-quality flight missions and

ground-based research. We will have successfully implemented Mission to Planet Earth, and we

will have initiated Mission from Planet Earth. We will be relying on a strong technological

infrastructure that serves the needs of a variety of missions.

1_ he international Mission to Planet Earth will have begun to build on the information gath-

ered by earlier missions that studied Earth's global ozone changes, atmospheric dynamics, and

ocean circulation. The nature and dynamics of the myriad components of the Earth system --

core, mantle, crust, soils and land masses, global ecosystem, oceans, cloud cover, and the layers

that compose the atmosphere -- will have been observed and measured on a global scale for the

first time. Scientists will have begun to make progress toward describing how these intimately

connected component parts and their interactions have evolved, how they' fimction, and how they

may be expected to continue to evolve on all time scales.

_l_he Earth Observing System and a complementary set of Earth Probes, major elements of

the U.S. Global Change Research Program, will be obtaining long-term, continuous observations

of our planet. Combined with ground-based measurements and observations, information

received through these systems will be advancing our understanding of the Earth system on a

global scale. These measurements will have been integrated into a comprehensive data and

information system that scientists can access and use to understand and describe the global

character of Earth. Earth system science will be on the way to developing the capability to predict

those changes that will occur in the future, both naturally and in response to human activity.

Earth itself will be understood as mankind's home, limited in resources and requiring attention

and care to preserve its delicate global balance. Instead of carelessly or ignorantly exploiting

Earth, humanity will have a growing sense of responsibility for managing the use of the planet's

resources in a renewable, sustainable fashion.

1_ rbiting spacecraft will have traveled to every major solar system body that is accessible to us.

One such orbiter will have visited Jupiter for a more detailed look, sending an instrumented

probe through the gas giant's atmosphere and conducting an extraordinary 2-year tour of its

Galilean satellites. The surface of Earth's sister planet Venus will have been mapped using radar

that penetrates the dense Venusian clouds, substantially augmenting the information base

necessary for the comparative study of Venus, Earth, Mars, and Earth's Moon. The history and

future of our own planet will have become clearer through our increased understanding of our

solar system neighbors.

D sophisticated spacecraft will be orbiting Saturn, closely observing its complex system of

rings and moons and unveiling clues to the processes by which planets form. A probe will have

descended through Titan's murky, atmosphere, and a radar instrument will have revealed the

nature of its invisible, possibly ocean-covered surface. In the atmosphere of this largest moon of

Saturn, scientists believe that a chemical environment similar to that on early Earth exists.

Studying this en_ironment can teach us much, for it may be repeating some of the earliest steps

in the processes that gave rise to life on our planet.
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_e will have peered back into the early history of the solar system by studying its most primi-

tive, unaltered bodies -- comets and asteroids. One spacecraft will have flown for 3 years in

formation with a comet in its journey around the Sun and embarked upon a 50,000-1dlometer

excursion down its spectacular tail. En route to its final destination, the same spacecraft will have

studied an asteroid at close range, adding to a growing body of scientific information about these

relies of our solar system's origin. Using a variety of experiments, other missions will also have

studied asteroids of different compositional types, in order to understand their puzzling diversity.

ars, with its Earth-like mountains, canyons, and evidence of ancient flooding, will have been

studied extensively to determine the planet's climate, global surface processes, and behavior of its

volatiles. These studies will characterize the environment in which spacecraft and crew must

function to help us identify the most promising locations for further scientific exploration and

plan for human expeditions to Mars, journeys that will expand human presence ever farther

beyond Earth's orbit.

_ur own Moon's global surface mineral and elemental composition will have been deter-

mined. Its global topography, gravity, and magnetic fields will have been measured, and an

initial assessment of its resources, including a search for frozen volatiles at the poles, will have

been undertaken. Combined with what we have already learned from ground-based studies and

from previous missions, this information will help us to understand the Moon as a unique terres-

trial body. This knowledge will also help prepare fbr the return of human beings to the Moon to

build an outpost that will be both a site for scientific research and a way station for further

human exploration.

_he Sun that gives us light and sustains life on our planet will have been studied both as a

star and as the dominant source of energy, plasma, and energetic particles in the solar system.

We will have begun to understand the Sun's interior and the origin of the solar wind, and to have

the capability to predict the behavior of this star, which is central to the destiny of our solar

system and of humanit T. The results of Orbiting Solar Laboratory investigations will have in-

creased our understanding of the Sun's variability and of solar particle eruptions. To extend that

understanding and to provide early warning of solar events that might harm human explorers,

orbital observatories will be in place at various locations to monitor all quadrants of the Sun's

surface. A probe from Earth will be speeding toward the unexplored region between 3 and 60

radii from the Sun, where the solar wind first flows at supersonic speeds.

l_he nature of the interface between the interstellar medium and the interplanetary me-

dium will have been determined, and the extent and three-dimensional structure of the

heliosphere will have been mapped. Sources of galactic cosmic rays and the physics of their

interactions with interstellar and solar system material will have been studied with the Advanced

Composition Explorer. We will be well on our way to comprehending how the complex plasma

phenomena in different regions of the solar system and the Milky" Way Galaxy are related.

_ ultiple spacecraft will have flown in close coordination to measure the total energy budget of

the plasma processes in Earth's magnetosphere. The quantitative study of the geospace environ-

ment that is created by the interplay of solar and terrestrial processes will be progressing toward a
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full-scale predictive stage. Comparative observations of plasma processes at other planets will be

well under way.

g our Great Observatories -- the Hubble Space Telescope, the Gamma Bay Observatory, the

Advanced X-r W Astrophysics Facility, and the Space Infrared Telescope Facility -- will have

fulfilled the goal of observing the universe across the entire electromagnetic spectrnm. Comple-

mentao' measurements will be obtained by the Stratospheric Observatory For Infrared

Astronomy, which will be routinely flown in a research aircraft. As we begin to use the informa-

tion these observatories reveal to us, our Nation will be recognized as leading a worldwide effort

to understand our place in the universe. The revolution that this understanding will canse in our

thinking will rival the one that occurred when an earlier astronomer, Copernicus, showed that

Earth was not the center of the universe. Many totally unexpected scientific discoveries will be

made; nature, unfettered by the limitations of human imagination, will continue to surprise and

inspire us.

l_he question of whether the universe is expanding indefinitely, or will at some time begin to

contract, should have been answered. The distance scales and the rate of expansion will be known

with much better precision. Theorists, by combining data from the Great Observatories with

experiment results from Earth-based particle accelerators, wdll develop models for the origin and

fate of the universe that include unification of physical laws. Scientists, from workstations at their

universities, will browse through astronomical data from the Observatories, and vast data sets will

be quickly and conveniently accessible. Orbiting experiments will have verified yet another

prediction of General Relativity, or else they will have discovered the theory's first inconsistency

while providing clues to alternative theories. Our understanding of the laws of physics will be

revised to accommodate new insights gained from studies of relics of the creation of the universe

and from observations of matter reacting to pressures and magnetic fields unimaginable in the

_4cinity of Earth, but common near compact objects such as neutron stars and black holes.

Our knowledge of the relationship of life to natural processes occurring in the cosmos will

have been expanded, and a direct search fi)r signs of life elsewhere will have been conducted. A

sophisticated microwave observing project will have completed a comprehensive search fi_r radio

signals stemming fi'om extraterrestrial technologies within a defined search space to extend our

knowledge of life in the universe. We may, at last, know that life is not unique to planet Earth.

l_he effects of long-duration spaceflight on our most precious of resources, human life, will be

known and understood. From Skylab, to the Space Shuttle, through extended-duration missions

on Spacelab, to Space Station Freedom, and eventually on the Moon and Mars, we will have

completed an evolutionary study of the response of biological systems, including human beings,

animals, plants, and cells, to low gravity and space radiation. The results of the Lifesat/Radiation

Biolo_, Initiative x_qll have defined the health hazards of space radiation from both solar flares

and galactic cosmic rays. These programs will also have produced a shielding, warning, and

countermeasure system to enable humans to venture safely beyond low Earth orbit. We will have

determined and developed measures to provide medical care in space and to ameliorate or

prevent the physiological and psychological effects of long-term exposure to the space environ-
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ment and the relative isolation that space travel, of necessity, imposes on our explorers. The

provision of closed-loop life-support systems based on integrated bioregenerative, physical, and

chemical processes will enable extended hmnan exploration missions to tile Moon and Mars.

D ravib,'s role in a wide variety of fimdamental biological processes of plants and animals wdll

be understood through our ability' to explore the mechanisms of gravitational detection and

response at all levels of life, from single cells to complex multicellular organisms. The systematic

exploration of a wide range of gravity levels, available only through the use of suitable on-orbit

researeh facilities that use extended-duration Spacelab missions and Space Station Freedom, will

help us understand the effects of nfierogravity' on living systems and will provide some direct

applications on Earth.

_and in hand with U.S. industu, academia, other Federal agencies, and our international

partners, we will have begun to build on our experience with Spacelab to use the unique capabili-

ties for microgravit y research offered by' Spaee Station Freedom. In the on-orbit environment,

where conditions such as buoyancy, sedimentation, and convection are dramatically reduced, we

will be using these characteristics to conduct critical experiments to test filndamental physical

concepts. This pioneering research will be applied to advance science and applications in such

areas as fluid physics, materials science, combustion science, health science, and biotechnology.

Space Station Freedom, an operational international laboratory, complemented by other space

platforms such as man-tended free-flyers, will open a new frontier for microgravity science, a

frontier that will stiumlate exciting developments in science and technology and determine the

scientific foundation for exploiting the commercial potential of space.

_he success of our space program will be a source of great national pride, and it will attract

our young people to develop the skills and knowledge that the Nation will need in the future.

Exciting discoveries, widely' disseminated through educational programs, will have kindled public

interest so that the whole Nation follows, learns from, and shares in the space program. But

perhaps the most fundamental reason for space science is that it expands the frontiers of discov-

ery, understanding, human experience, and technology. The United States was fimnded by'

people determined to expand the frontier and to take advantage of that expansion to enrich our

Nation and our lives. This determination forms a part of our national character, and we can and

must apply our efforts to realize our visions of exploring space and making its riches part of our

lives. With a strong and supportive national will, we can proceed.

Dhe basic premise of strategic planning is to develop a clear vision of a desired future; this is

OSSA's vision. The strategy for realizing this vision is necessarily' ambitious, yet it is firmly

tempered to be realistic enough to succeed. Our vision sees NASA and the United States enjoy-

ing an exciting and productive era in space science and applications, with leadership in space

manifested by visible achievements that are second to none.
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THE OSSA STRATEGY

io shape an enduring program to make its vision a reality, OSSA has formulated a strategy

that is the culmination of extensive interaction and collaboration with the scientific and applica-

tions communities, careful consideration of resource guidelines, and interactive reviews of

pertinent issues and challenges.

_J SSA's strategic approach is constructed around five actions:

D uided by OSSA's long-standing principles, these five actions define the process by which

OSSA plans its activities and allocates its resources. The programmatic themes provide direction

and balance, the decision rules guide us in choosing efforts among and within themes, and the

priorities determine the order in which we pursue the missions and programs within each theme.

By exercising these actions, various plans for an integrated OSSA program result, and these plans

can be checked to determine whether they yield a viable program and are consistent with our

resource constraints.

D n important point to note is that exercising the above actions does not, nor is it intended to,

result in a single plan. Rather, these actions define a realistic and flexible process that will provide

the basis for making near-term decisions on the allocation of resources for the planning of future

efforts. The least certain constraint on our planning is the budget level that will be available to

OSSA. The process defined here allows us to adjust to varying budget levels, both those levels

that provide opportunities for an expanding science and applications program and those that

constrain growth.
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H n developing this strateg)', we have assumed that tile NASA bndget will continue to experi-

ence modest growth to accommodate Agency' plans for the core science program and Mission to

Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth, the two mission-oriented objectives recommended

by the Ad_iso U Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program. We also assume that OSSA

will receive the proportion of the overall budget that is consistent with its historical allocation and

its expanded role in national initiatives. Further, we assume the continued implementation of

current plans for a mixed fleet of launch vehicles, with the launch rates presently projected for

the Space Shuttle and for expendable launch vehicles. (In general, expendable launch vehicles

will be used for payloads that do not require crew intervention or other capabilities unique to the

Space Shuttle.) The level of availability of the Agency work force is assumed to be consistent with

current NASA projections, as augmented by needs associated with national initiatives.

D s a result of the President's initiatives in Global Change Research and the human exploration

of the Moon and Mars, the OSSA strategy is now composed of three interrelated, complementaD,

parts. The first part is the core science strategy that OSSA introduced in 1988. The second

reflects OSSA's lead role in the multinational Mission to Planet Earth, a key, element of the U.S.

Global Change Research Program. The third encompasses a strategy to fidfill OSSA's role in

Mission from Planet Earth. As NASA's plans tbr Mission from Planet Earth are refined to reflect

the recommendations of the Adviso O, Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program,

OSSA's strategy x_ill be refined accordingly.

_he core strateg}' defines a space science program that OSSA should pursue even in the

absence ofoverarching national and Agency initiatives. When such initiatives are undertaken, the

appropriate resources must be added over and above the baseline. It is particularly important to

note that the initiation of Mission to Planet Earth represents more than the beginning of a

traditional OSSA science program. It also reflects NASA's role in a Presidential-level commit-

ment to aggressively seek the understanding of global change needed to develop the predictive

capability on which to base major policy decisions. Because the pace of Mission to Planet Earth is

driven by this policy imperative, it will require a long-term commitment of resources to support

that pace while preser_dng the _qgor of the ongoing core space science and applications program.

O SSA's participation in Mission from Planet Earth x_411be scaled to match the level and pace

of the program for the Agency as a whole, and the character of OSSA's role will be shaped to

complement the role of the new Office of Exploration. The magnitude of each element of OSSA's

contribution _411 be driven primarily by' the pace at which the Nation proceeds and by the total

institutional capability to pursue those actixdties in a way that adheres to the principles of excel-

lence, balance, and appropriateness of approach.

I_ in,ally, in developing the strate_,', no explicit assnmptions are made about the level of inter-

national participation. Instead, we define our strateg,)' and then move forward to seek

opportunities for international cooperation to fit our plans. The strategy, also preserves the

flexibility to respond meaningfully to new international opportunities or initiatives. For example,

in the event of a national decision to embark on a major new international collaborative program,

the strate_' will serve as the starting point from which we will shape the OSSA program to

integrate new initiatives into the total science and applications effort.
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THE CORE KIENCIE STRATEGY

ithin the guidelim_s and assmnptions discussed above, five basic themes drive tile develop-

ment of' OSSA's core science strategy;.

Programmatic Themes

1. The Ongoing Program.

First and foremost, for missions in the ongoing program, the scheduling, resource allocations, and

manifested slots on the Space Shuttle oi" an expendable launch vehicle must be protected and

assured. The same high level of priorit T applies to ongoing research programs and mission

operations and data analysis activities.

2. Leadership through Major and Moderate Missions.

OSSA plans to move boldly forward to make fundamental and visible advances in key areas of

space science to ensure that our world leadership is preserved in the filture. Our pursuit of

leadership is most conspicuous through major and moderate missions, because they provide the

largest quantmn leaps in the advancement of scientific knowledge and technological ability.

3. Increased Opportunity, with Small Missions.

Small missions are vital to the program because they can be accomplished relatively, quickly, and

inexpensively, allowing continuing opportunity for consideration of innovative ideas for focused

scientific objectives. The small missions are particularly important for training the next genera-

tion of scientists and engineers, since tile missions are of a size that universities can develop, and

the development and flight of small missions can occur in the same amount of time as that

required to earn a graduate degree. These types of opportunities also build the experience and

qualify the teehnolo_' for major and moderate missions.

4. The Transition to Space Station Freedom.

Beginning with Spacelab and other in-space facilities, we are moving aggressively, but sensibly,

to develop tile principal areas of space science and applications that will take advantage of

unique Freedom Station capabilities for microgravity science and life" sciences research in

pressurized laboratories.

5. The Research Base.

The research and analysis program provides base support for a vigorous and productive re-

search communiO,, and it presents a special opportunity for students to develop the skills that

will enable them to conduct the programs of the future. The program consists of ground-based

laboratory and suborbital research, data analysis, theory and modeling, and advanced

technology development.

_bion_

_he first step in the process of determining mission priorities and sequence is the establish-

ment of a realistic budget level. Then, the five themes described earlier provide the template on
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which the OSSA core science program is built. Ideally, at least one new initiative fi)r each theme,

except the ongoing program, would be included each year, and we would systematically pursue

each item under each theme, in sequence by priority,. However, in the event that the budget or

other aspects of the external enx.iromnent do not accommodate simultaneous enhancements in all

four areas, certain rules have been fi)rmulated to determine the mix of program elements.

1. Complete the ongoing program.

Completing the ongoing program always has the highest prioriW; resources allocated to those

programs already under way will not be sacrificed or postponed in order to pursue new starts.

9.. Initiate a major or moderate mission eaeh year.

Major missions preserve and enhance U.S. leadership in key areas of space science and applica-

tions, and we will pursue major missions whenever available resources allow us to do so. If an

assessment of foreseeable expenditures fbr candidate missions, over both the near term and the

lifetime of the program, indicates that our resources do not permit a major mission, we will seek

to pursue a moderate mission.

3. Initiate small missions in addition to major or moderate missions.

We endeavor to start a small mission or a small mission program eve_, year, in conjunction with

either a major or moderate mission.

4. Move aggressively, but sensibly,, to build science instruments for Spaee Station Freedom.

S.S. Freedom initiatives are determined by,' the pace and balance of the scientific disciplines

involved, relevance to and compatibility with Freedom Station capabilities and sehedule, and

technological maturity of tim initiative. We will move fi)rward systematically to prm4de a com-

plete set of fidly developed facilities and iustrumentation for Space Station Freedom.

5. Research base augmentations will be sought whenever they are warranted.

They are determined by the impact of both the external environment and other elements of the

OSSA program on discipline stability, progress, and fnture needs. Provisions for meeting the

long-term requirements for an adequate scientific work force and assuring access to tim scientific

data base from past missions are particularly critical.

STRATEGY FOR MISSION TO PLANET EARTN

N n 1990, the OSSA core science program strategy' was enhanced t<) accomnlo(late NASA's

participation in the U.S. Global Change Research Pr<)gram. Concerns about global emdronmental

change have reached the highest levels of many governments throughout the world. Irrefutable

e_ddence exists to show that human actixdb: has altered Earth's nature by changing its landscape

and the composition of its global atmosphere. As never before, the public, the Government, the

private sector, and the media are being exposed to scientific evidence that suggests changes, such

as potential global warming, changing sea levels, declining upper atmosphere ozone levels, and

massive deforestation, can affect their lives and their economic status. However, although the

potential for these changes has been recognized, researchers have not yet reached consensus on

the causes, the long-term extent, or the consequences of many of them.
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_o reduce the scientific uncertainties associated with global change, President Bush has

proposed a multi-agency U.S. Global Change Research Program. The goal of this program is "'To

establish the scientific basis for national and international polieymaking relating to natural and

human-indueed ehanges in the global Earth system." Contributions will be made by the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Department of Energy, the Department of the

Interior, the En_Sronmental Protection Agency, NASA, the National Science Foundation, and the

United States Department of Agriculture,

JSSA plays a particularly important role in the U.S. Global Change Research Program. We

are to apply our expertise in remote sensing to use the global perspective that is available from

space to understand how the Earth works as a system. To this end, an integrated, comprehensive

program, including space- and ground-based measurements, research, and data and information

systems, has been developed. This program, Mission to Planet Earth, is unlike any other NASA

space science program. It is not intended to increase incrementally our knowledge of Earth.

Rather, it is intended to increase with all due haste our knowledge of the Earth system to a

sufficient level of understanding to make sound policy decisions. This will require aggressive and

sustained [hnding, anti will dwarf any past space science activity.

lJ SSA's strategy,' for Mission to Planet Earth fiJllows three progressive phases: near-term

monitoring and focused studies; comprehensive long-term studies; and intensive studies. The

pursuit of these phases is structured around four of the five traditional OSSA core science

themes: the ongoing program, inajor and lnoderate missions, small missions, and research

base enhancements.

1. Near-Term Monitoring and Focused Studies.

The first phase of Mission to Planet Earth consists of several missions and research actMtics

already part of the core science program. During the next few years, our knowledge of Earth

should increase substantially, as NASA will participate in more than :20 Earth science missions to

study, various aspects of how the Earth works. The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite to be

launched in 1991 will make definitive measurements of the chemist D' and d w_amics of the upper

atmosphere, and thus of ozone depletion. The Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/

POSEIDON will reveal more about the circulation of the world's oceans than all the ships in

histoo,. Shuttle flights of the Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science (ATLAS) and

the Shuttle Solar Backscatter UltraViolet (SSBUV) instrument will study the atmosphere, and the

Space Radar Laborato D, will observe the structure of the land. In addition, the Ocean Color Data

Mission, to be launched in 1993, will measure changes in ocean color.

Dmal] missions of this phase include the Earth Probes, which were approved in FY 1991 as a

series of smaller satellites with specialized instrumentation and orbits for investigations that

cannot be accomplished otherwise. The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer, the NASA

Scatterometer, and the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission make up the near-term comple-

ment of small missions in the Mission to Planet Earth strate_ _.

D esearch base enhancements are an integral part of this phase. To make optinnun use of the

data from ongoing and upcoming missions, we intend to improve co,nputational capabilities in

Earth science, and to enhance the access of researchers to these data through networks and
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archi_ng facilities. The Earth Observing System (EOS) program includes an EOS Data and

Infi)rmation System (EOSDIS), essential elements of which will be brought online in the early

1990s in advance of the launch of the EOS spacecraft. EOSDIS will be used to derive maximum

infi_rmation from existing and upcoming missions, and, in turn, the data from these missions will

be used to test and perfect EOSDIS in advance of the larger data flows from the EOS spacecraft.

Data alone, of course, do not _ield understanding. That will require scientists interpreting the

data, developing concepts for the processes that control Earth, and building predictive models of

its fnture. EOS will effectively double the research community that will dedicate itself to under-

standing global change, and the program will support graduate fellowships to ensure the fimlre

continuity of this research base.

2. Comprehensive Long-Term Studies.

The main element of this phase of study is the Earth Observing System (EOS), approved in FY

1991 as a major new start. EOS is composed of a series of well-instrumented spacecraft in polar

orbit designed to observe concurrently the beha_4or of the atmosphere, the oceans, the land, and

life on Earth. The spacecraft are sized to accommodate instruments that need to observe the

Earth simultaneously, through the same eohnnn of air. Our international partners, the European

Space Agency (ESA) and Japan, are planning to build complementau_ spacecraft that inchtde

accommodations for U.S. scientific instruments.

_he EOS-A spacecraft series, planned for launch in 1998, is devoted to n_easurements of

Earth's surface and the conditions of the lower atmosphere needed to understand global change.

In 1991, OSSA selected the 11-instrnment payload for the first spacecraft in the EOS-A series.

The final determination of the instrument manifest on subsequent satellites _s_ill be made after

development is under way on the initial set. This approach is intended to allow for the continuing

evolution in mission planning that is expected to result from the development of new teehnolo_',

improved understanding of measurement requirements, and the availability of alternative sources

of data and new space missions being planned by other nations.

_he second spacecraft series, EOS-B, which will begin to fly 21/,_years later, is devoted to

measurements of the chemistry and dynamics of the atmosphere, the circulation of the oceans,

and the beha_qor of the solid Earth. In contrast to the initial EOS-A spacecraft, which carries a

fidl suite of instruments on a single spacecraft, the EOS-B series may be conducted using mul-

tiple smaller spacecraft with smaller numbers of instruments. OSSA is currently studying this

approach to assess its merit and feasibility.

_he EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar, which will provide complementa o, land surface informa-

tion not accessible with passive instruments on the EOS spacecraft, will be initiated later this

decade. The Earth Prohes series will continue with tbllow-on missions, and the research base will

be enhanced to begin preliminary, global climate modeling.

3. Intensive Studies.

In the major and moderate mission area, this final phase of Mission to Planet Earth will include

geostationarT, platforms to be initiated in the 1990s. The geostationa U plattbrms will pro_Sde

continuous monitoring of highly transient events on a global basis. Follow-on Earth Probes will

continue, and research willaddress the development of comprehensive globalclimate models.
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STRATIEOY FOR MISSION FROM PLANET EARlrIH

l_ll SSA has also developed a third strategy for fidfilling OSSA's role in the national initiative for

hmnan exph)ration of tile Moon and Mars. As defined by the President, Mission from Planet

Earth follows a progressive timeline beginning with Space Station Freedom in the 1990s, a retnrn

to the Moon in the next centre 7, and then a human mission to Mars. In broad terms, NASA plans

to meet these objectives by per{brining life sciences research and technology development on

Space Shuttle and Freedom, conducting scientific robotic missions to support site selection, and

developing and supporting permanent human outposts on the Moon and Mars.

D Ithough the specific pace and implementation plans are not yet defined, NASA's prelimina_

approach to the development of outposts on the Moon and Mars consists of four phases. The

first, robotic exploration, obtains data to assist in the design and development of subsequent

human exploration missions and systems, demonstrates technology and long communications

time operation concepts, and dramatically advances scientific knowledge of the Moon and Mars.

The second phase, outpost emplacement, emphasizes accommodating basic human habitation

needs, establishing surfitce equipment and science instruments, and la)4ng the foundation fi)r

tim]re, more complex instrument networks and surface operations by testing prototypes of later

systems. The third phase, consolidation, further expands these capabilities, and the fourth phase,

operation, entails a steady-state mode with the mtcximum possible degree of self-sufficiency.

_he current OSSA strategy for Mission from Planet Earth is built around Space Station

Freedom and the four development phases to encompass three themes.

1. Meeting Human Needs.

We will commit humans to long-term space activities only when we have developed an adequate

mnterstanding of the physiological and psychological effects of and countermeasures to spate

travel and habitation of nonterrestrial bodies. Currently planned life sciences research in the

areas of medical and life support systems conducted aboard extended-duration Spacelabs,

I,ifesat, and Space Station Freedom will help to develop that understanding. Other missions will

be flox_l to characterize and provide warning systems for in-space radiation hazards. Later, lif_

sciences research preparatoD/for Mars missions will be conducted at tile lunar outpost. Signifi-

cant technolo_' development of systems to protect and support human space travelers must also

be conducted. Areas of concern include radiation protection, reduced gravity countermeasures

(including artificial gravity), medical care, life support, and resolution of behavioral and human

filctors issues. Additional research is also required in areas of fluid flows, low-gravity combustion

and fire safety, and the mechanics of granular materials in h)w gravity to support other technology

needs in advance of long-term spaceflight to and operations on the Moon and Mars.

2. Robotic Exploration.

In addition to their inherent scientific objectives, robotic exploration missions will develop global

inft)rmation on the Moon and Mars to prepare for human missions and aid in spacecraft landing

and outpost site selection. Robotic exploration will proceed in ssalergy with human exploration,

and robotic missions _411 he pursued with appropriate emphasis on the parallel objectives of

continuing to conduct fimdamental science and preparing for human exploration. The collection

of critical data to support planning of human exploration missions constitutes an activity that
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extends beyond OSSA's traditional role of c<mducting basic research fronl the perspective of

scientific value alone. Therefore, OSSA recognizes an added responsibility to develop and

implement these missions to serve other parts of the NASA program, in concert with their

extension of the pursuit of OSSA's basic scientific objectives.

3. In Situ Science,

Science conducted on and from the Moon and Mars can take the form of local human geolog]c

and exobiological exploration, more distant rover traverses, return of samples to Earth, the

installation of scientific instrument networks f})r long-term observations in several discipline

areas, and scientific research in pressurized laboratories. OSSA's selection of science acti_4ties

will be based on merit and intrinsic scientific value. Choices _411 be made between available

alternatives on tile basis of value, cost-effectiveness, or specific advantages. In addition, in

planning for science on tile Moon and Mars, choices between human and robotic approaches will

be made on the basis of appropriateness of approach to tile particular objective.

DECISION RULES FOR INT1EGUTING OVERARCHING INITIATIVES

Ihe first step in the process of determining mission priorities and sequence fi)r integrating

Mission to Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth into tile core science program is the

establishment of a realistic budget level. Our abili b, to preserve the strength of the core science

program will require a continuing level of resources comparable to the historical fraction allo-

cated to the prograin; both Mission to Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth require

resources beyond that level. Then, OSSA _511 approach the incorporation of new missions into

the program by assessing how these overarching national initiatives also contribute to the objec-

fives of the OSSA core science program and meet estahlished OSSA principles. In many cases,

components of Mission to Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth originated in the core

science program. In fact, the two initial elements of Mission to Planet Earth I the Earth Observ-

ing System and Earth Probes I had their roots as part of the core science program. The pace of

incorporating the EOS Synthetic Aperture Ra(tar and the geostationary platforms, the only two

remaining components of the Mission to Planet Earth strateg3.,, _411 be driven by national policy,

but constrained by the state of technological readiness to pursue them.

_he strate_' for Mission from Phmet Earth is somewhat less mature, and it will be driven by a

philosophy that matches the schedule to the fimding, l_ifesat and the Biomedical Monitoring and

Countermeasures program are missions that originated as part of the OSSA core strategy; they

have also been identified as part of the Mission from Planet Earth strateg9', ttowever, for the

longer term, incorporating elements of Mission from Planet Earth into the OSSA program _ill be

an important strategic activity.

H n an unconstrained resource environment, at least one new initiative for each Mission from

Planet Earth theme described earlier would be included each year, and we would systematically

pursue each item under each theme in sequence by priorib;, ttowever, when the budget or other

aspects of the external environment do not accommodate simultaneous enhancements in all three

areas, certain rules have been formulated to determine the mix of program elements for the
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Mission from Planet Earth. These rules would also guide tile timing of tile initiation of later

elements of Mission to Planet Earth.

1. Match the pace of the OSSA program for overarching initiatives to the pace at which NASA

and the Nation proceed as a whole.

The Ad_dso_' Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program has stated that Mission to

Planet Earth "connotes some degree of urgency," and OSSA's planning reflects this urgency.

For Mission from Planet Earth, the Committee recouunends an approach in which schedule is

a function of availabilit3' of resources. These two guidelines will form the basis for the pace at

which OSSA pursues these programs.

2. Establish a feasible pace and scale.

The pace and scale of the total program will always he matched to the capability of the

NASA institutional infrastructure and of the scientific and industrial communities to accom-

plish these missions.

3. Preserve program balance.

OSSA wSll always adhere to the principle of scientific balance among the disciplines within the

core science program; the core science program must proceed in parallel with overarching

national initiatives. Mission sequence and priority will, therefore, depend on how various

altenmtives affect the balance of the overall OSSA program and on how those alternatives

protect the central position of the core science program recommended by the Advisory

(Jomlnittec on the Futnre of the U.S. Space Program.

THE PLAN FOR 1992

Tlbe Core Science Program

a iscal year 1992 will be a transition ),ear for OSSA. Following the successful initiation of three

major mission programs, two small mission programs, and the development of Space Station

Freedom lahorator3* facilities over the past 3 years, 1992 occurs in a period of explicitly, con-

strained resources, tied into the new Federal hudgeting eu_qronmcnt. It also marks the

introduction of steps taken by NASA in response to recommendations of tile A(t_qsory Committee

on the Future of the U.S. Space Program, and some of those steps will be reflected in the OSSA

program. The five programmatic themes and the rules for decision-making were followed in the

construction of our fiscal year 1992 core science program plan.

ONGOING PROGRAM

_he FY 1992 plan includes sufficient resources to operate and use tile tleet of more than a

dozen currently flying U.S. research spacecraft and to keep each angoiug flight project develop-

ment program on schedule for launch ill its manifested slot on the Space Shuttle or an

expendable launch vehicle.

ajor events in space science and applications for calendar years 1991 through 1997, summa-

rized on the inside back cover, indicate a vital and productive ongoing program. The year 1990
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saw OSSA's fleet of operating spacecraft expanded by tile launches of tile tlubble Space Tele-

scope, Pegsat, tile Roentgen Satellite, tile Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite,

and Ulysses. Tile Astr() Spacelab flight ma(le extraordinary," progress in exploration into tile far

ultra_qolet anti X-ray bands. In 199 l, this pace x_fi]lcontinue with the launches of the Gamma

Ray' Observatoo', the Upper Atn_osphere Research Satellite, the Extreme UltraViolet Explorer,

one flight of the Shuttle Solar Baekscatter UltraViolet instrunaent, and one Spacelab flight: the

first Space IAfe Sciences mission.

_111]evelopment continues on the impressive array of nmjor, moderate, and small missions to be

launched from 1992 through 1998. Initiatives and programs approved in FY 1991 are now

underway as part of the ongoing program. The Earth Obsem'ing System and Earth Probes are in

development. A major comnmnications mission, the Advanced Communications Technology

Satellite, is being developed on schedule tbr a 1992 launch. The Mars Obsem,er also is on sched-

ule for launch in 1992. Two major solar system exploration missions are in development: Cassini

will begin its journey to Saturn in 1995, and the Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) will

be launched in 1996. The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, is being developed for a 1998

launch. The Explorer program continues and has been expan(led to include the preparation of

three small missions to begin launching in 1992. The SETI Microwave Observing Project contin-

ues instrument development for the 1992 initiation of observations.

_he ongoing program also includes preparations for research missions on the Space Shuttle to

encompass additional Space Life Sciences flights; a series of International Micrograx_ty Labora-

tory, U.S. Microgravity LaboratoQ,, and U.S. Microgravity Payload missions; several Atmospheric

Laboratories for Applications and Science; and several flights of the Shuttle Solar Backscatter

UltraViolet instrument and the Space Radar LaboratoD.'. The Extended Duration Orbiter Medi-

cal Prognml has been define(t and is operationally collecting data and refining protocols to cert@

the capability of the flight crew to sltfely pilot the return of the Shuttle and leave the spacecraft

tollowing extended-duration flights of 16 days. Under the theme of Space Station Freedom

Utilization, we are developing a major life sciences focus on the unprecedented extravehieular

activity associated with Freedom assembly, as well its a centrifilge facility for life sciences re-

search and several facilities in preparati(m for mierograxqty research on Free(lore.

Nn c(msidering the implementation of the ongoing program for this and any other year, our

strategy must retain the flexibility t() address alternatives for recovering from catastrophic loss

(i.e., the loss of the spacecraft during lmmch or ve_, early in its lifetime). The recover),, process

would strongly depend on the nature of the mission that suffered the loss; approaches to reliabili-

_" and redundancy would be tailored to suit specific programs. Generally, consistent _4th the high

priority that is placed on the ongoing program, we wot, ld assess the alternatives for recovering the

lost mission before pursuing any new projects or a(lding any new missions to the program. Several

factors contribute to this assessment. We must consider the relationship of the mission to the

discipline involved and determine the impact of the loss on the discipline's health. The urgency

and relevanQ_" of the science to be conducted are assessed; if the missi(m is a precursor to a future

mission, that is also an important factor. The current state of technology; would be compared to

tile technolo_,_,' used in the original design; near-term projects already in deveh_pment might

more than compensate for tile loss.
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lli he related international ilnplications of tile loss and recovery would also need to be deter-

niined. In any case, cost will be a critical consideration, particularly because the OSSA budget

does not cair o ' the financial reserves to provide the contingency to cope with catastrophic

mission loss.

LEADERSHIP: MAJOR AND MODERATE MISSIONS

D s noted earlier, the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facili_,, CRAF/Cassini, and tile Earth

Obser_dng System major mission programs are all in development for launches in the second half

of the 1990s. Major development milestones will occur for all three programs in 1991 and 1992.

As a consequence of expected budget constraints in fiscal years 1992 and 199,3, no new major or

moderate mission initiatives are proposed for 1992.

SMALL MISSIONS

_o maintain program eontinuit)/and vigor through frequent flight opportunities, three mis-

sions were added to the Explorer program during 1989. These missions are to be launched

on small-class expendable launch vehicles to achieve first-class scientific objectives in physics

and astronomy. Launches will begin in 1992, and we plan to approve additional small missions

in 1992.

D new small mission series initiated in 1991 is the Earth Probes, a line of Explorer-class

spacecraft that complement the Earth Observing System and provide fi_r Earth science missions

with highly fi_cused scientific objectives that do not require a large set of sinmltaneous observa-

tions, or that do require specialized spacecraft or unique orbits. These include the Ocean Color

Data Sets to be obtained commercially, several Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer flights in

1991 through 1995, the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission, and the NASA Scatterometer

planned for flight in 199,5 on the Japanese Advanced Earth Observations Satellite. In addition,

the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission has been refined to include payloads crucial to

maintaining ongoing long-time-series data sets needed fi)r global climate change research in

advance of the EOS missions. For FY 1992, we propose an augmentation to the Earth Probes

series to enhance our pursuit of knowledge of the Earth system.

are also proposing for FY 1992 the initiation of development of Lifesat, a small mission

program that plays a critical role in both the core science program and the Mission from Planet

Earth strate_'. Lifesat is a small, recoverable, reusable orbiting biosatellite that can be used as an

inexpensive platform fi)r conducting life sciences experiments. Lifesat in polar orbit will support

critical radiation biological experiments -- studies that will not be addressed in any other area of

the U.S. space program. The Lifesat spacecraft can be launched on a variety of expendable

launch vehicles and can provide up to 60 days of microgravity emdronment. NASA has had

discussions with a number of potential partners in Europe, Canada, and Japan, who have ex-

pressed an interest in collaborating in such a series of missions.
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SPACE STATION FREEDOM UTILIZATION

_h,e fourth theme of our 1992 plan concerns Space Station Freedom. In its FY 1991 appro-

priation legislation for NASA, Congress directed NASA to develop a plan for restructuring Space

Station Freedom to reflect a simplified design that can be developed in an evolutionar?; manner,

beginning with man-tended capability for microgravity research and later progressing to perma-

nently manned utilization for life sciences research. Tile Advisory Committee on the Future of

the U.S. Space Program made similar recommendations that Freedom Station be reconfigured

with "only two missions in mind: first, life sciences experimentation (including the accrual of

operational experience on yen" long duration human activities in space) and, second, microgra_ib,

research and applications." OSSA has represented the scientific commnnity during NASA's study

of a restructured program.

l_ne consequence of the restructuring has been the deletion of earl}," pro_.isions for Space

Station Freedom attached payloads. This capabilib, is a significant element of the overall science

potential offered by the baseline Freedom Station, particularly in the earl}, },ears. OSSA supports

the consideration of an architecture that enables the capabilit T for meaningfid scientific use of

attached payloads after the permanently manned utilization phase begins. In the meantime, we

_ill pursue opportunities in a small and rapid-response payload program and seek full use of

international partners' contribution to Space Station Freedom in supporting OSSA science

objectives. OSSA's Space Station Freedom priorities will remain fi)cused on the use of the

pressurized laboratories fi)r microgravity and life sciences research. No new laborator), facilities

beyond those already in development are proposed for 1992.

RESEARCH BASE

_he fifth and final theme of our core science program concerns the supporting Research and

Technolog)' program, which is the xdtal tbundation for a _4gorous and productive research com-

munit T. The research base program constitutes an important mechanism for sustaining a healthy

balance between investment in space science via large-scale projects and research teams (prima-

rily through major and moderate missions) and _da small-scale projects and support to indi_ddual

investigators. It pro_4des for the acquisition of essential laboratoo,, ground-based, and suborbital

measnrements to complement spaceflight investigations, and it supports retrospective spaceflight

data analysis activities and theoretical studies that maximize the scientific return of data obtained

from flight projects. In addition, the research base program provides fi_r the advanced instrument

technolog T development and mission planning that are essential to assure the xdabilil T of fiature

space science missions. Most important perhaps, the research base elements of OSSA's core

science program lend a stability and contimfib, to the indMdual discipline programs that flight

projects alone cannot provide.

_lI esearch base initiatives proposed ibr FY 1992 will address three particularly important areas:

the development of an adequate community of researchers to meet the work fbrcc requirements

for future space science programs, the revitalization and use of data holdings from prior flight

missions, and the initiation of focused research efforts in unique scientific problem areas.
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_he ability of tile research base program to nurture the health of the research co,nmunib' has

been identified lay OSSA's ad_%o O, bodies as an issue of highest priority. As we look toward the

late 1990s, demographic studies project a wave of retirements of senior investigators that can lead

to a serious shortfall in tile space science commuIfit 3' unless adequate mnnbers of new research-

ers are recruited and trained. Therefore, one element of OSSA's FY 1992 research and analysis

initiative will focus on providing resources [br graduate student assistantships, initiating grants [br

new researchers, aim augmenting support for individual researchers, especially at universities.

Certain discipline areas are especially stressed due to the aging of the current investigator

population, structural _dnerability caused by repeated external pressures on the research and

analysis budget, and/or mismatches between present investigator community size and flm_re

program needs. These areas, including planetary science, ,nicrograx4ty science, and space physics,

will receive particular attention.

_he OSSA data revitalization initiative will ensure that current space science data holdings are

preserved, migrated to modern storage media, and managed in archives that enhance the avail-

ability of the data to all investigators. More attention will also be devoted to augmenting the

capabilities and use of discipline-specific data systems in fields such as astrophysics, planetary

science, and space physics. One new research thrust will begin in FY 1992 -- a program of

studies of the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. A region long neglected compared to other

subjects of space scie,ce, the mesosphere/lower thermosphere region constitutes the interface

between Earth's atmosphere, where processes critical to global climate change occur, and Earth's

ionosphere and magnetosphere, where space plasma processes and fields and particles of solar

origin predominate. To address this gap in our program, OSSA will begin a modest suborbital

research program and an advanced technoh)g)' effort to support multidisciplina_' studies of

important dynamical processes in the mesosphere/lower thermosphere region.

The Mission to Planet Earth Program

l_he four Mission to Planet Earth themes and the integrating decision rules were fi)llowed in

the construction of our fiscal year 1992 plan fi)r Mission to Phmet Earth.

ONGOING PROGRAM

_he 1992 ongoing program will provide for the continued development and operation of near-

term missions, including the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite to be launched in 1991 and

the Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/POSEIDON to be launched in 1992. Flights of the

Atmospheric Laboratory tbr Applications and Science, the Shuttle Solar Baekscatter UltraViolet

instrument, and the Space Radar Laborato_' complete the Mission to Planet Earth ongoing

program for FY 1992.

LEADERSHIP: MAJOR AND MODERATE MISSIONS

_l_ he Earth Obserx4ng System (EOS) was approved for initiation in FY 1991. During FY 1992,

the EOS-A spacecraft series will be in the final design stage, and EOS-B instrument selection will

begin. Concept definition studies for the EOS Synthetic Aperture Fiadar will continue. N() new

major or moderate mission is proposed.
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SMALL MISSIONS

Dmall missions in the 1992 program include the NASA Scatterometer, and tile first in the line

of Earth Probes, the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer scheduled for its first flight o11a So_det

meteorological satellite in 1991. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission Earth Probe will be

entering its final design phase in preparation ]'or a 1997 launch. In FY 1992, an augmentation to

the Earth Probes series has been requested to further refine our data set in advance of EOS.

RESEARCH BASE

D eseareh base enhancements for FY 1992 enable the evolution of an interdisciplina_' Earth

system science program augmented by about 30 interdisciplina_, investigations in the second

year of research. The EOS Data and Information System (EOSDIS) will nearly complete its

pathfinder data program, making avaihtble to the international science community long-term,

high-precision data sets from prior Earth science missions crucial to global change research.

The Mission from Planet Earlh Program

_he three Mission from Planet Earth themes and the integrating decision rules were followed

in the eonstruction of our fiscal year 1992 plan for Mission from Planet Earth.

MEETING HUMAN NEEDS

N ife sciences research planned as part of the OSSA eore science program will also playa key

role in supporting Mission from Planet Earth. The Space Biolog)_ Initiative, which provides flight

hardware fbr conducting research on Space Station Freedom in space physiolo_,, gra_ftational

biologg,, controlled ecological life support systems, and exobiolo_', continues definition studies.

Planning |br a Biomedical Monitoring and Countermeasures program has also been initiated to

determine ways to maintain optimum crew health and performance and to medically certify,

repeated extended-duration tom's of duty. These two actMties combine to begin the strategn:, for

conducting life sciences research on Space Station Freedom. In 1992, we also propose a develop-

ment start to complete definition studies to permit the first launch as early as 1996 of IAfesat, a

reusable biosatellite that will support critical experiments needed to quantit_ the effects ()f space

radiation and micrognMty on biological systems.

ROBOTIC EXPLORATION

Q evelopment of the Mars Observer x_ill be continued to prepare filr a 1992 lamlch. Missions

beyond Mars Observer will also be studied, both to contimlc the scientific exploration of Mars

and to prepare for human landings. These missions may include a network of small ]anders to

study Martian seismology,, meteorology,, and geochemistr),; rovers to explore regions of scientifie

interest and to survey potential human landing sites; and the return of samples (if Martian soil

and rock. The application of micro-technologies to these missions xvill be studied to determine

the most effective approach to continuing Mars exploration. Several approaches to implementing

Lunar Obsem'er will also be examined.
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IN SITU SCIENCE

_he Exploration Science Working Group and discipline subcommittees of the Space Science

and Applications A¢tvisou' Committee will complete initial analyses of recommended science

strategies and identify critical advanced technology development priorities to support science on

and from the Moon and Mars.

0 0 0

ith a clear eye toward the next 5 years, this plan for fiscal year 1992 allows us to make

significant progress toward achieving our goals. The U.S. space science and applications program

has historically produced an outstanding scientific return on America's investment, and we

expect this return to continue and grow through the implementation of our 5-year strategy',

described next.

FIVE-YEAR STRATEGY

D eginning with the overarching goals of NASA as articulated by National Space Policy and

focused by the Advisor)" Committee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program, and working

through OSSA's goals and objectives, the themes and principles cited earlier form the basis for

our current strate_' for fiscal years 1993 through 1997. We applied the decision rules with

appropriate consideration of budgetary availability, institutional capability, and the pace of both

Mission to Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth.

The Core klence Program

ONGOING PROGRAM

_ hrough each succeeding )'ear, the flight projects and research programs started the pre_ious

years conlbine with those already under way to form the ongoing program. In all cases, tile

highest priority of OSSA's strate_, is to car_' out the ongoing program.

LEADERSHIP: MAJOR AND MODERATE MISSIONS

D II tile major flight projects in the 1992 ongoing core science program will be launched by,

1998, a new major flight project requires 4 to 7 years to develop. Therefore, to pursue leadership

in key, areas, the next step is to select the successors to the ongoing program. Our approach to

adding new major and moderate initiatives to the queue is to incorporate several missions at the

same time, rather than one ever)+' year. In future strategic plans, we will add the next group of

major and moderate missions in a series of steps.

Dach OSSA Division Advisor), Subcommittee of the Space Science and Applications Adx_sory

Committee is assessing candidate missions and initiatives for each strategic plan theme. This

assessment is guided by the overall science strategy' guidelines formulated by the National

Academy of Sciences. The subcommittees lnaintain close coordination with the relevant commit-

tees and b<)ards of the National Academy of Sciences, particularly the Space Studies Board.
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1_andidate missions of tile highest priority will be placed in the subcommittee's long-term

mission queue reflecting that subconnnittee's priorit), in implementation of the missions. In order

to avoid excessive oversubscription, consideration will be restricted to missions judged to be

within no more than about 10 ):ears of technological readiness. Major and moderate missions in

the long-term queue will be the focus of studies and advanced technology development fimding

by the discipline. Missions that slip in priorit>_ may be removed from the queue. On a triennial

basis, the Space Science and Applications Ad_dsoo' Committee will re_4ew each Di_4sion strate_,

and its long-term mission queue for scientific validity and consistency with the overall OSSA

Strategic Plan. When OSSA augments its 5-year queue of major and moderate missions, the

Space Science and Applications A(kiso D, Committee will evaluate the missions proposed by the

subcommittees and assist OSSA in preparing an integrated queue.

_he Space Science and Applications Adx4sou' Committee will hold the first triennial rexiew of

Division strategies and proposed queues in the summer of 1991, and make its recommendation

by fall 1991 in time for inclusion in the 1992 OSSA Strategic Plan. In _4ew of the changing

character of space science and applications, with the launches of many missions and the addition

of Mission to Planet Earth and Mission from Planet Earth, the Committee may also reevaluate

the decision roles during this time frame. The Space Science and Applications Ad_4sou' Commit-

tee will rex4ew the Division Subcommittee positions on small missions, Space Station Freedom

utilization, and the research base on a continuing basis and make recommendations annnally at

the annual May-June Space Science and Applications AdvisoD' Committee meeting. The Aero-

space Medicine Adviso D, Committee will recommend a strateg)_ to address the human needs

theme of Mission from Planet Earth, in addition to other aerospace medicine and life support

research areas.

_he OSSA Strategic Plan seeks to provide for starting one major or moderate new mission per

year. Although we reeognize the fact that circumstances may present occasions where no new

start is possible, and others where more than one core science program new start is possible, an

average pace of one per year is necessar}' to meet the goals of leadership in key areas and to

assure _igor and continui_,'. On the other hand, given a realistic estimate of resonree constraints,

more than one core science program new start per year cannot ordinarily be expected, because

available resources for small missions and for research and analysis nmst be preserved.

_he major and moderate missions in the current core science program strate_' are described

below.

ORBITING SOLAR LABORATORY

_he Orbiting Solar Laborator)', the highest priority for initiation as a new start, is an ensemble

of instruments in Sun-s>3mhronous orbit designed to probe the Sun's fine-scale magnetic struc-

tures and to investigate the transfer of mass and ener_" across the photosphere and into the

corona. The mission's objective is to study the filndamental nmgnetohydrodynamic processes of

the Sun's atmosphere in _4sible and ultraviolet light at the limits of the spatial and temporal

resolutions at which they occur. The Orbiting Solar Labc)ratory will provide the means with which

to study the origin and evohltion of features lea(ling to solar |]ares and solar variability, which
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have prolbund effects on Earth's upper atmosphere, and which may affect aspects of global

change measured by EOS. These same fundamental processes are thought to occur in other

stellar and astrophysical systems, and, therefore, this mission provides important quantitative

measurements with which to better understand the results from the Great Observatories. The

understanding gained from these observations will also make an important contribution to our

ultimate ability to predict the occurrence of energetic solar particle events that will pose health

hazards to astronauts en route to and from or at the Moon and Mars. The Orbiting Solar Labora-

toD:, therefore, will serve as a critical first step in determining the observations to be made by a

network of solar monitoring stations that can provide early warning of solar events.

SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY

_ ourth in the series of Great Observatories, the Space InfraRed Telescope Facility (SIRTF),

an 85-centimeter, free-flying telescope in high-Earth orbit, will be ready, for initiation in 1994.

Cooled to the extremely low temperatures required to obtain high-sensitivity infrared data,

SIRTF will probe the distant and ancient universe with a sensitivity that will exceed that of

current ground-based and airborne facilities by factors of one to ten thousand. Among its prime

observational targets will be protogalaxies near the edge of the observable universe, colliding

galt_xies, planeta_' systems beyond our solar system, brown dwarf stars, and bodies within our

solar system.

D IRTF's timely development will allow essential coordinated observations with the Hubble

Space Telescope and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility, as they operate for their planned

15-year lit_times. Because the Gamma Ray Observatoo, instrnments have large fields of view,

and the mission will mainly operate in "survey" modes, the correlative analysis of gamma-ray data

with infrared data can be accomplished with the Gaunna Ray Observatory data archives. Con-

versely, the Ilubble Space Telescope and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility have veo,

small fields of _iew, and these missions must he directed at unusual or interesting targets ob-

served by SIRTF.

D IRTF will operate in a eomplementa U' and syllergistic manner with the Stratospheric

Observatory' for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA). SIRTF, with its profound sensiti_,Sty, will probe

the deepest reaches of the universe, where the "'red shift" places the primary emission of many

objects in the infrared regime. SOFIA will pro_fde extremely high-resolution spectroscopy of

relatively bright and nearby sources.

LUNAR OBSERVER

_he Lunar Observer, an element of both the core science program and the Mission from

l'lauet Earth strate_', will provide an essential global scientific data base for the Moon by carD,-

lug out a 1-year mapping mission in hmar polar c_rhit. The Lunar Observer will globally: measure

the chemical and mineral composition of the Moon's surface, determine the surface topography,

and landforms, and measure the Moon's magnetic and gravitational fields. These data will

produce a new understanding of the Moon as an individnal terrestrial body. The mission will

provide key support to filture human activities on the Moon t>y determining critical surface

characteristics and by providing an assessment of potential resources, including possible frozen

volatiles at the hmar poles.
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GRAVITY PROBE-B

DnMty Probe-B is designed to be a cornerstone test of general relatMty. Einstein's universally

accepted theory" of special relatMty ties together the structure of time and space, tlis theory' of

general relatMty, which is far less thoroughly tested, ties together space, time, and gravity. This

theory,/is on a much less secure experimental footing than the speeM theoD,, and alternative

h_1_otheses exist. Gravity Probe-B x_dll measure both the distortion of the "fabric of space time,"

imposed by the Earth's presence, and the subtle dragging ol_this rid)tie, predicted to result from

the Earth's rotation. The influence of these efi_cts will be seen in subtle precessional changes

affecting the beha_dor of a set of four ultra-precision _Troseopes operating in a drag-free, super-

conducting enx4ronment. The required technology for this demanding undertaking has been

under development since 1965. The key elements will be tested using a fimetioning protot?loe to

he flown on a Space Shuttle t]ight prior to the science mission.

SOLAR PROBE

_he Solar Probe will be hmnanib"s first direct ext_loraton., venture to the near vieinib," of the

Sun. The mission will study the unexplored region inward from 60 solar radii to _4thin 3 solar

radii of the surface of the Sun. With the ohjeetives of understanding the mechanisms of coronal

heating and solar _4nd acceleration, the Solar Probe x_411make in-situ measurements of the

electromagnetic fields, plasma, and energetic particle populations in the region close to the Sun.

The Solar Prohe offers a unique opportunity for leadership in exploration of the heliosphere, and

it has been cited by the scientific research community as a high-priority objective.

SMALL MISSIONS

issions in this eategoo, are essential to sustaining the x4gor of our scientific community

because of their frequent opportunity" tbr launch, perMps as often as eveD_ 2 years per disci-

pline. The small missions provide opportunities comparable to the continuing series of classical

Explorers, which emphasize focused scientific objectives in astrophysics, space physics, and

upper atmospheric physics. The small mission currently identified for the 5-year plan is de-

scribed below.

MICROGRAVITY FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE

D nmnber of fundamental physical and chemical laws can be investigated through access to

the low-gravity environment of spaceflight. The strate_' to be pursued is to give much-needed

flight opporhmities to these investigations. The experiments will focus on challenging or develop-

ing experimental data for a large ntunber of contemporary' theories. This experimental program

will include several low temperature investigations examining parameters involved in

Renormalization Group Theor)_, as well its investigations invoMng general relatMty and mechan-

ics of granular materials. In the mid-1990s, an augmentation is needed to develop flight

instrmnentation to accommodate these investigations and pursue the use ()f dedicated Explorer-

class payloads to facilitate these investigations. Where applicable, the Space Shuttle, Space

Station Freedom, availahle eommercM platforms, and dedicated free-rivers will be used its

vehicles on which to conduct research. The scientific merit and desirabili_' of developing oppor-

tunities in this area are cited by the Space Science Board in Slmc¢ Science in the Twenty-First

CentuqF hnperatiw,s for the Decades 1995 to 201.5 - Fundamental Physics and Chemistry.
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SPACE STATION FREEDOM UTILIZATION

a or this segment of our 5-year plan, we wish to continue developing an initial suite of Space

Station Freedom facilities that will be capable of supporting basic research in the space sciences.

Such research requires a "core facility" that can |)e optimally instituted using the unique re-

sources of Space Station Freedom.

_key factor in OSSA's preparation for Space Station Freedom will be the continued use of

Spacelab, Space Shuttle mid-deck lockers, and other appropriate carders to develop, test, and

verify new improved instrumentation for subsequent use on S.S. Freedom. OSSA-sponsored

studies _411 filrther refine U.S. instrument requirements through evaluating coordinated, multi-

national hardware development programs.

RESEARCH BASE

aarlier sections of this Plan h_we outlined the principal objectives of the research base seg-

ment of the OSSA core science program -- namely, maximizing the ultimate science retv ' from

OSSA's flight projects, providing a tbundation for future programs, assuring stability and continu-

ib, in discipline programs and research communities, and sustaining a healthy eompox:t.nt of small

projects by indi_ddual investigators. The Plan has also noted that the principal activiues by which

we expect to achieve these objectives are retrospective data analyses and theoretical studies,

supporting ground-based and suborbital investigations, and advanced capabil' .v development.

D _zrstrate_' for implen)entir)g a vigorcms research base program is g_lided t)y the t'ollow'ing

principles:

High-quality science will continue to be the foremost criterion for establishing research program

content.

The program should always preserve the short-term flexibility to re,_ond to unforeseen opportuni-

ties without eompromis'ing the ability to provide the foundation for fi_ture spaceflight prograrr_.

The level of the research base effort in each discipline should be appropriate to the level and

complementary to the pace of the discipline's current and planned flight program.

The content of the researrh base effort in a particular discipline shouM maintain proper balance

with and complement the content of the di,scipline flight program.

l_ll SSA's approach to meeting the objectives of the research base program includes the

following actions:

Protecting reasonable reserves and establishing cost containment plans so that research base funds

are insulated from flight project problems.

Ensuring sign_want science funding in new flight project budgets to complement research base

science funding levels'.

Continuing to assess long-term science work force requirements and the ability of the research base

program to respond to those requirements.
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Developing explicit advanced technology plans and priorities that reflect realistic mission priorities

and queues.

Considering consolidation of research proposal solicitations, protection of viable funding leveLs for

research grants, selective ttse of long-term (i.e., 3- to 5-year) grants, and simpliJ'wation of proposal

requirements in or(let to reduce proposal preparation and evahtation workloads.

Using discipline Management Operations Working Groups and advisomj subcommittees to c_ssess

mix, balance, and priorities in a discipline's research ba,se program.

Reviewing research base program content, balance, and programmatic health at both a discipline

level and OSSA-wide on an annual basis.

D u_mentations to the research base program approved in 1989 and 1990 and proposed for

1992 will revitalize science progranls to more vigorous levels of activity and will strengthen the

ability of the program to sustain that vigor in the |'uture. In subsequent years, we will focus

primarily on new elements of the OSSA program, addressing specific activities such as the facility

described below.

STRATOSPHERICOBSERVATORY FOR INFRARED ASTRONOMY (SOFIA)

DOFIA is designed to tly a 2.5-meter telescope above 99% of the Earth's atmosphere in the

filselage of a Boeing 747 aircraft to provide high angular and spectral resolution fi_r infrared

astronomy. The SOFIA program is a collaboration with the Federal Republic of Germany, who

will provide the telescope system. SOFIA is the ideal system for studies of the near universe

with the clarity of _Sew and spectral resolution essential for correlative analysis with data from

orbiting observatories.

_lhe SOFIA is planned to fly b)' the mid-lg90s; this facility _411allow astronomers to observe,

with good angular resolution at infrared wavelengths inaccessible from the ground, the fascinat-

ing infrared sources discovered by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite launched in 1983. This

continuity will ensure that the U.S. community (the pioneers and developers of the field of

infrared astronomy) will maintain a major role until SI RTF flies and the complement for infiared

astronomy is completed.

D s a suborbital program, the SOFIA has several unique and important characteristics. SOFIA

can provide frequent flight opportunities -- more than 100 missions (or flights) per year. Instru-

ments developed by the university research conamunity can be changed for eveu." flight. This

capability allows the latest technolo_, to be continuously incorporated and provides the essential

test-bed for the development of sub-millimeter wavelength instruments to be flown in the space

observatories of the next centuo,. SOFIA _511 accommodate a large "guest observer" community,

which also involves the training and deveh_pment of space scientists fi)r the next century.
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Mission to Planet Earlh Program

OSSA's 5-year plan for Mission to Planet Earth has basically been laid out, with the Earth

Obser_4ng System (EOS), approved in FY 1991, as the centerpiece of the plan. With tile initiation

of the EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar and the Geostationau' Platfi)rms later this decade, major

anti moderate missions for the strategy will be essentially complete.

_he EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar is planned tor flight on a dedicated spacecraft to be

launched by a Delta-class vehicle concurrent with the EOS spacecraft. The S_dhetic Aperture

Radar's primau" scientific objectives are to monitor (1) global deforestation and its impact on

global warming; (2) soil, snow, and plant canopy moisture and flood inundation and their relation-

ship to the global hydrologic cycle; and (:3) sea ice properties and their impact on polar beat flux.

Dhe Geostationarv Platlorms are focused on measuring Earth system processes that cannot be

adequately observed from polar or low-inclination orbits. Geostationao, orbits permit observa-

tions during the complete diurnal cycle, so that rapidly developing phenomena can be viewed at

any time and on a continuous basis. Continuous observations are crucial for understanding short-

term processes essential for refinement of global Earth system models. Examples of processes to

be monitored include precipitation and evaporation, atmospheric water vapor and wind, and land,

ocean, and atmosphere ener_' fluxes. Current plans call for an array of five satellites supplied by

NASA, ESA, and Japan, which permits concurrent monitoring from nmltiple observation points.

Instrument payloads are phmued to parallel as much as possible certain key instruments on EOS

polar spacecraft in order to allow direct intercomparisons of data from the two systems.

I_ ollow-on Earth Probes will complement the data obtained by the major missions described

above. Earth Probes currently m_der study include a multistage mission to simultaneously

measure Earth's magnetic anti gravitational fields and a mission to provide high-resolution

topographical data.

esearch base enhancements will address the integration and analysis of mission data toward

the ultimate goal of developing comprehensive global climate models.

Mission from Planet Earlh Program

Dhe themes and integrating decision rules cited earlier form the basis for OSSA's preliminary

5-year plan for Mission from Planet Earth. Although the schedule for Mission from Planet Earth

has not heen determined, OSSA will support each progressive phase with the appropriate activi-

ties in the three themes described below.

Nn the theme of human needs, life sciences research to support human exploration will

progress incrementally as the program proceeds. In the early stages, Space Station Freedom will

ser_'e as a controlled test-bed for stud)ing extended-duration human habitation of space and for

developing and validating systems and elements, such as habitation anti laborato_' modules and

life support systems, to be used later on the Moon anti Mars. In the area of radiation protection,
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the ()rbitin_ Solar l,abt>ratoo,, a mission in the OSSA core science progranl, will serve as a critical

first step in ]uarning how to predict the occurrence' of' ont'r_etic solar particle events. The Ad-

vanced Composition Explorer will provide crucial data on the intensities o1"both the solar and

galactic cosmic r_b,'s that are the prima O' source of the radiation. An additional element of the

()SSA stratuk_ "' for un(l(,rstan(ling space radiation risks will be the contimled use o{"ground

accelerators to study h<'ax3, ion physics and radiol)iolog_, to complement the spaceflight data from

tile I,ifusat s(,ri(,s.

ll pcm the initiation of thu t'mphtcement phas(, oF the lunar outpost, an additional focus for life

sciencus resuarch will be on systems developed on the Moon itself. Early systems _dll be used to

establish protot_i_es for IowJg-turm hal)itation, and later habitats will provide additional space for

increased biomedical and life sciunces research. The Facilities will be used to simu]ate the even-

tual Ion,-term stays anticipated for Mars missions. Research on Space Station Freedom will

c(mtimle to address issla's ass(>ciated with travel t(> and from Mars. Also during this time, a _lobal

system ()t"solar monitors will bu_in to provide an early warning system for solar particle events.

Oht, micro_ravity sci{mc(' r('st'arch to support Mission fiom Phtm't Earth will initially focus on

analyzing results oF thu on_oinK spacu eXlx,rimunts to quantii'.v to the maximum extent possible

IlH, effects ot'_ravily on ratio>us physical phenomUlm in tilt' areas oF tluid tlows, combustion, {'ire

safi'tv, and thu mechanics ol'grmmlar maturials. ()ut of these almlvses will come more detailed

UXlx'rimunls f()r lah,r dt,v{,h)lm,,nt.

On tilt' theme of robotic ('xph>ralion, th(' l,uumr ()bs(,rx_,r, which in also an element of'the core

scitmce pro_rmm would bt' tht' next lunar robotic mission td'tl,, Mission From l)hmet Earth

stratt,qn'. Tht,ll, preparation I'{)r human missions to Mars will re(luire a sorit's of robotic missions

aftt,r Mars ()l)st,rxt,r It) support and v(,ril\ hm(lil_ site s{'l{'cti{m, identit\" hazards to human

explorers, and Ire'part ' f()r science _'xlwriments condut'tt'd lw crew. For example, a Mars EnxSron-

mental Survt,v missi_m inx_fving multiple htnders can Ira>vide high-resohltitm surface data and

('xt('nd(,d-duralion s('ismt>lo_ic'al ;tlld m(,teorolcL_ical measm't'm('nts. Then a mission to return

S;tlllph's ()t" Mars It> Earth fi>r scientific analysis _tll(I hazard ('vahmtitm and determination of ti.,

pott,ntia] f(>r back-c(mtamimflion is appr()priatt,. Nuxl, a Xl_tls sit(, rt'c'(mmtissanct, orbitt'r wou]d

prtwide detailed imagin_ t() ch;uact('riz{' landing silt's, asst,ss landing sitt' hazards, and provide a

data bast, For subst,qut,nt r_)xer travursts and piloted smfact, {>pt'r:di(ms. Finalh, s{,vt,ral .Mars

rover missions could c{'rtil\ sites with the great_'st potential fi)r pilot<,d \ehich' landing and

outl>oS( t'staldishmt'nt.

D s with all elements of Mission t'r_m_ 1)htnet ICtrth, in situ sci('l]C(, will become progressively

m_)re st>phisticat('d as d,' pr_)_ram proceeds. At bod_ the ,Xl_)on and Mars. science capabilities

sht>uld I)t'_in widl local hmmtn t'xploration complementt'd bx Ul_mant_ed rox_,r tr;tvorst,s and Iw

f_41owed by the emphtc_uu_',t _4"initial soil,no(, instrmut'nts, l,att'r, mort' advanced sciontific

inslrumunt t_tcilili_,s can I>(' bldlt to broadt,n tl,' range ot'ol>serxations, and pressurized htborato-

rit,s can I)(' usud It) c(mttuct r(,st,arch ill a \reif'Ix ot'al"('as. For example, tht' c'haractt,ristics o|'the

[%1o_mmake it a mfiql,' site I;>r astronomical ol>s(,rvat{>rit,s, i_>particular t't)r arrays of optical

intt,rt'_,ron_¢tt,rs. Th{' _'stablishmt'nt of uhvaxiolet, x isibh', and i_d'rart'd tt']t'st'OlX,S o_ the ._,|oon
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will sul)sttmti_tllx t'(_lltril)lttt' tt) stlldies ()t" tilt' t_,rrt,stri_tl plttllt'ts _tnd tilt' ittl,,_sph('r_'s _t_lt] sul't'_tct,s

o1"tltt' _utt,r pl;mt'ts ttHd th_ir s_tt_llitt's, hi _tdditit_H, st'ie'llc(' ['ram the Ni_l _t't'_'rs tmi_tut_ _pp_r-

tuniti_s tt_ c'tmdttt't high-l)rit_ritv cosmic'-r_tv phvsit, s rt_s(_tr('h.

D it Slttrs, exl)lt)rlttit_ll xxfill ;t(|drt'ss (tu('sti(Hts t)t" gt't)sc'i_'_c(', dimttt(_lt)g_', exol)iolo_g' ;tnd liJ'_'

sc'i('nct's, ht ettrlv stttg('s, tht' ,tohilitv of htmt_t_t t'xplor('rs will l)__ limitt'd, l_,t tl('l)t_tl_tt_l(' _t_(t

x('rstttil(' l(_it_-]'_tngt' rt)ltt_tic' v_x('rs will ltttv(' 1_('('_ d('plo}'d.

$4hroil_r _mmory

II h(, strtttt,g_ t't)r OSSA's (,_r(" s('it'nct ' prt)'cr_tm is illustr_ttd ilt Figurt' 1. l_'igur_ ' 2 ill_str_ttt_s

OSSA's sp(,cit'i(' strutting9 t't_r Mission t() l_ltt_(_t Ettrtlt, tmtt [_'igt_rt ' ,'3 ilh_strates tht, str_ttt'E9 f_)r

()SSA's r_l(' i, Missit)n fr_)m Pltt_t(_t Ettrtlt. As stirred in tltt' previous p_tgt_s ttnd ilh_strtttd bv the

t'igurt's, s()mt' ttrt'tts ttnd missions ttrc comm()_ _)r c,omplt'mentttr)' ttt,t)ng tht, str_ttt'git's. Th('

spt'cifi(' timi_tg ttnd phttsiHg _|'()SSA's Missit)_ {'rt_m Plttne't E_trth sir:ttt_gG ' xvill mtttc'h tt,_ p_t('t _

dt't('rmi_tt'd l_x _ttion;_l prioritie's ttnd cttpt_bilitit's, ht t't_ture strtttt'gic pla_s, mort" t,xplit'it dt'lini-

ti_t ()t" the pr_gr_tm will t)_• dt_x'elt_ped.

Fiscal Ongoing Major & Smell Space Station Research

Year Program Moderate Missions Freedom Base
Missions Utilization Enhancements

1991 EarthObserving EarthProbest SpaceBiology
Systemt Initiative*

Research BiomedicalMonitoring
andAnalysis andCountermeasures*

i

1992

m

1993

1997

Mission

Operations
and Data

Analysis

Aerospace
Medicine

Flight
Projects

Spacelabs
and Other
Carriers

OrbitingSolar
Laboratory*

SpaceInfraRed
TelescopeFacility

LunarObserver*

GravityProbe-B

SolarProbe

Lifesat*

EarthProbes
Augmentationt

Microgravity
Fundamental
Science

SmallandRapid-
ResponsePayloads

Resourcesto

AugmentResearch
Community

Data
Revitalization
Initiative

Studiesof

Mesosphere
and Lower

Thermosphere

Stratospheric
Observatory
ForInfrared

Astronomy

FocusedResearch

andAnalysis,
Suborbital,
Advanced
Technology
Development,
DataSystems
Enhancements

• ALSO/S_ MIS',I()II !r!!rr_ _lan_t Earth Stra'Ee(,]//

' Also see Mlss_r_n !o Plarlt!Z Earttl S_ralegy

Figure 10SSA Core Science Program Strategy
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Phase

Near-Term

Monitoring and

Focused Studies

Comprehensive

Long-Term Studies

Intensive Studies

Ongoing

Program

Research and Analysis

Mission Operations and

Data Analysis

Upper Atmosphere
Research Satellite

Ocean Topography

Experiment

Atmospheric Laboratory

for Applications and

Science/Shuttle Solar

Backscatter UltraViolet

Instrument Flights

Global Ocean Color

Measurements

Space Radar Laboratory

Major & Moderate

Missions

Earth Observing System:

"A" Spacecraft Series

"B" Spacecraft Series

EOS Synthetic Aperture

Radar

Geostationary Platforms

Small Research Base

Missions Enhancements

Total Ozone Mapping EOS Interdisciplinary

Spectrometer Investigations

NASA Scatterometer EOSData and

Tropical Rainfall Information System

Measurement Mission

Follow-On Earth Probe

Missions

Preliminary Global

Climate Modeling

Comprehensive Global

Climate Models

Figure 2. Mission to Planet Earth Strategy

Phase Meeting Human Needs

Robotics and Space Biology Initiative* t

Space Station Biomedical Monitoring
Freedom and Countermeasures* r

Lifesat** t

Orbiting Solar Laboratory

Advanced Technology Development

Life Sciences Test-Beds

for Lunar Outpost

Lunar Emplacement LunarMission

and Mars Robotics Systems

Lunar Global Solar

Consolidation Monitors

Lunar Operation Mars Life Sciences

and Mars Test-Beds

Emplacement Mars Mission

Systems

• 1991initiative

*" !992 deve;opmentstart
' Also #art o_core scienceprogram

Figure 3. Mission from Planet Earth Strategy

Robotic Exploration

Mars Observed

LunarObserver t

Mars Environmental

Survey

Mars Sample Return
with Local Rover

Mars Site

Reconnaissance Orbiter

Mars Rovers

Additional

Mars

Rovers

In Situ Science

Opportunities Definition

Advanced Technology

Development

Teleoperated Rover

LunarTransit Telescope

Lunar Geology and Exobiology

Pressurized Rover

Pressurized Laboratories

Advanced Lunar

Astronomical Facilities

Mars Geology and Exobiology

Meteorological Stations

Unpressurized Rover

Mars Science Network



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS

IMPLICATIONS OF THE OSSA STRATEGY

D Ithough the ()SSA strategy' is carefully constructed to provide a balanced program in space

science and applications, it also results ill an annual sequence in which specific disciplines are

highlighted in an orderly progression. In FY 1989, special emphasis was placed on astrophysics

(new start tor the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Faeilit)') and on microgravi_' science and applica-

tions (new start for facilities evolving to use on Space Station Freedom). In FY 1990, we

highlighted solar system explorati()n (C RAF/Cassini new start and "Origins of Solar Systems") and

lit_" sciences (Space Biology. Initiative and Biomedical Monitoring and (3ountermeasures plan-

ning, plus a research base augmentation for Specialized Centers of Research and Training;).

Similarly, FY 1991 was the *'year of Earth," with new starts for the Earth Observing System and

Earth Probes. In FY 1992, we will be_n to reap the benefits of and build on new initiatives of

previous years. Accordingly, FY 1992 will be a transition year in which we place priority on

critical needs in the research base and adjust the pace of the program to respond to national

budget constraints. This approach systematically infuses strenf{th into each of our scientific

disciplines, buildinK strength and vitally' across the entire OSSA program.

O SSA also interacts with and relies upon other NASA and other agency (domestic and interna-

tional) programs by creatin_ retluiremel_tS and opportunities in a variety ,,f areas. Within NASA,

the appropriate allocation of Agency resources among the various pro_zram elements will, there-

fore. be essential to the success of the OSSA program.

_his section of the OSSA strategic' plan provides a summary assessment of the implications of

the strategy on other segments of national and international space actMties. This section will be

updated each year, based on continuing actMties to refine our understanding of the implications

in each area.

O sing the decision rules described earlier. ()SSA has constructed a number of alternative plans

that seme to demonstrate that the strateKic process will permit most programs discussed in the

prexious section to be accoml)]ished. I lowever, in times of continued budKeta _' constraint, the
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pace at which these programs arc deveh)pcd will be at)'ected strongly by the Nation's ability t()

control the deficit and by th(' way in which NASA's overall })ud_('t |'ares in the context ()f broad

mttiomd priorities.

Ohe strategic process does provide th(, decision mechanisms t`or (leterminin_ the composition

of the OSSA program, consistent with the realities of the budget. For cxamph', with a growth in

the tt)tal NASA })u(t_ct of more than l0 pcrc('nt per year, and with ()SSA receiving a portion ()f

that budget consistent with its historical allocation and its role in major uati(mal initiatives,

ear_ing out the ongoing program and initiating mi[ior missions at a rate of nearly one per year

would be possible. In some years, however, the initiati(m o1"moderate missions would l)e dictated.

In a more constrained budgeta_ environment that provides for little growth, the development

phase of major or moderate missions will be delayed or stretched out over a longer period of

time. In most years, a steady sequence of small missions, appropriate Space Station Freedom

initiatives, and selective augmentations to the research base can also be accomplis]md.

Hn order to protect ()tiler elements o[' the OSSA program from budget overruns in mi\ior and

moderate missions, we have instituted a policy of developing cost-contaimnent plans for each

mission. These plans address four main areas of project management and control: (I) a clear

definition of mission requirements and corresponding costs at the outset o|" a program, (2) ['orma]

documentation o{"requirements and controls, (3) assignment of experienced program managers

and staff, and (4) proper levels of program review. If these steps do not adequately control cost,

OSSA x_4ll also have in place a descope plan to adjust science content and mission complexity to

contain cost. This descope plan describes a prioritize(| list o|" actions to be taken ill the event of

cost _rowth. In this way, costs will be contained x_dthin tile mission budget without impacting

other elements of the ongoiilg program.

1_ omplementau strategies developed for OSSA's core scienc(,, Mission to Planet Earth, and

Mission from Planet Earth programs permit the initiation o| a mission in more than one area in

tile same year, provided sufficient budgeta_' and institutional resources are availallle. Ih)wever, if"

there were pressure to accelerate the pace o|" either Mission to Planet Earth or Mission ['rom

Planet Earth while constraining OSSA to only one new start in a particular ),ear, then maintaining

a balanced overall program cotd(| become impossible.

11_ ritical to all new initiatives in the budget is reliable access to space through a robust fleet of

launch vehicles. In the past, the cost of maintaining spacecraft and Spacelab instruments on the

ground, awaiting launch opportunities, has severely hampered our abili_, to manage program

costs and to progress with new initiatives.

Transportation

O he OSSA strate_' assumes tile implementatitm of NASA plans ['or a mixed launch vehicle

fleet, including tile current Space Shuttle system (with the fourth orbiter Endeavour becoming

available for flight in 1992) and the ['ull range of existing expt,ndal)le launch vehicles. A )ntcxi-

mum permitted downweight ()f 230,000 pounds enables Spacelat) missions with a fifth ener_'

kit to fly on either Orbiter Vehicle 102 (Columbia) or, beginning in 1992, Orbiter Vehicle 105

(Endeavour), for up to 10 days. With the Extended Duration Orbiter kit now raider deveh)pment,
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on-orbit stay time could be e×tended to up to 28 days. Space Shuttle launch rates for Spacelab

modnle missions c,ontimle to be one to two per year and for pallet missions two to three per year.

D s the result of NASA's response to the Congressionally mandated restructuring of Space

Station Freedom, the period between initial man-tended capabili_, and the point at which a four-

person crew permanently staft_ Space Station Freedom will span 3 years. As a result, OSSA will

divert some Spacelab flights during 1997 to 1999 to be used as Space Station Freedom Utilization

Flights. The scheduling of these flights will depend on Freedom Stt,tion availability and an

enhanced capability of the operational rammed base relative to science missions with the Shuttle.

In addition, we will continue to use one to two Shuttle flights per year to conduct science and

applications research that does not require the ve_; long-duration opportunities provided by

Freedom, to test new experiment hardware phmned tbr Space Station Freedom, to service free-

tlyers, or to conduct unique observational science missions with attached payloads.

_he OSSA strategy' also requires the availability of"snmll'" (Sco,t-and Pegasus-class), "me-

dium and intermediate'" (Delta-, Atlas/Centaur-, Titan III-class), and "large" (Titan IV-class)

expendable hnmch vehicles. Launch rates for expendable vehicles will average approximately two

small and one to two medium or intermediate expendable launch vehicles per year, with large

expendable vehicles required in 1995, 1996, and beyond.

_he rate tit which the overall OSSA science strategy is achieved could be substantially en-

hanced with improvements to the Orbiter and its support systems. For example, significant

increases to upmass capability could increase the payloads delivered to the Freedom Station

manned base during the assembly phase. Any decrease in the projected launch rate of 10 to 12

flights per year would significantly delay deliver)_ of equipment to Space Station Freedom.

D current deficiency in transportation capability for planeta O' missions is the absence of a

high-perfi)rmance transfer stage that is equivalent to the c_ogenic Shuttle/Centaur upper stage

cancelled in 1986. The use of the Iower-perfi_rmance Inertial Upper Stage for Galileo necessi-

tated multiple gravity-assist swingbys tit Earth and Venus, requiring costly design changes and

increasing the travel time to Jupiter. OSSA curre,tly intends to use the Titan IV or equivalent

launch vehicles to s,pport solar system exploration, l lowever, until either a hea_3:-IiFt launch

vehicle equipped with a high-performance cryogenic upper stage, or some version of an orbital

transfer vehicle (combi,ed with a capability for space-based assembly) becomes available,

planetao' orbiters will not be able to achieve efficient direct transfers between Earth and the

outer solar system.

H n addition to those capabilities presently available or planned within the Office of Space

Flight (OSF) in support of OSSA, our strate_' includes substantial utilization of sounding rockets,

balloons, and aircraft in caro'ing out the science and applications programs. OSSA, in conjunction

with OSF, is engaged in a continuing assessme,t of civil space transportation needs as part of a

larger national eftbrt focused on space transportation architecture studies. Each year, the OSSA

strate_, will form a basis for inputs to these assessments.
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In-Orbit Inh_rlvuclure

D revious assessments of" Space Station Freedon} indicated tMt OSSA could fully utilize tile

basel|ned acconnnodations and resources of Space Station Freedom envisioned prior to the 1989

Confif{uration Budget Re_4ew. Subsequent configuration changes, coupled _th assembly and

schedule modifications, have raised many issues concerning the ability o('the currently rephased

Freedom Station to accommodate an aggressive science _9rogram. Some shortfalls, such as

development of selected laborator}, support equipment and experiment interlace and support

equipment, will now need to he provided by users.

Ohe restructuring of Space Station Freedom resulting from the FY 1991 Congressional

appropriation has reduced projected early capabilities, but it shouk] not affect the hmg-term

science program achievable on Freedom. For example, the deferral of permanent crew occupa-

tion delays some primaD_ space physiologs_ and gravitational biolo_, 5, research until the end of the

1990s. On the other Mnd, Freedom's assembly sequence will provide an unparalleled opportu-

nity for focused studies of human space physiolog), associated with extravehicular aetivity" (EVA).

In 3 years, these assembly aetivities will involve tile performance of more EVAs than all pre_dous

U.S. and Soviet experience combined. In the tended mode, Freedom Station will be a large free-

t]yer providing a continuous microgravity environment unmatehed in the U.S. program. OSSA

intends to operate up to 30 percent of its on-orbit Space Station Freedom experiment hardware

during periods between Shuttle visits, and following establishment of" a |'u]l permanent crew

complement, ()SSA plans an aggressive science program in all areas of low-gravity research.

ThereJ'ore, with the capability o['t}'red by Freedom to eonduet meaningful science research on

EVA space physiolog'}, during assembly |lights, and low-gravity research hetween Shuttle utiliza-

tion |lights, fundamental mierog{ravity sciences will pursue research goals during the 3 years of

man-tended activities prior to routine permanently rammed science operations. ()SSA endorses a

restructured Freedom Station that accommodates effective mierogravity research between

Shuttle visits, provides for early life sciences research prior to the year 2000, and has an architec-

ture supportive of'thedevelopment of an attached payload program, including the early capability

to support small and rapid-response research ol)jectives.

/1_ SSA has extended its planning For Freedom Station utilization to include U.S. science

communities external to NASA. A Space Station Science and Applications User Board and an

associated Working (;ro W have been established to coordinate Federally fimded U.S. science

planning tbr and utilization of Freedom. To enhance the high quality ,f' the international science

programs performed on Space Station Freedom, international user groups regularly address the

evolving phms ot'the partners tbr Freedom. OSSA has initiated eooperative studies with its

science counteq)arts in (3anada, VVestern Europe, and Japan. This eooperation has ah'eadv shown

significant promise of enhanced accommodation and resource utilization through international

science collaboration. This contimfing multilateral science activity is expected to lead to increas-

ingly close cooperation at the science diseiplim' level.

Research Operations and Information Systems

D s OSSA moves into the data-intensive era ()t"the 1990s, timely and responsive data and

in{})rmation systems support increases in importance as a crucial ('h'ment of overall sueeess in
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achieving science mission objectives. Data volmne alone represents a significant challenge, with

the flow of science data into archives expected to increase by several orders of magnitude over

the next decade. Furthermore, new trends in the character of space research will drive tile

evolntion of data and information systems. Broad scientific questions to be addressed will be

increasingly mnltidisciplinary in nature, will involve widely dispersed investigator teams, and _411

require the comt)ination and analysis of data from many different sources. The importance of

data products will extend well beyond a particular flight mission, and researchers x_ill increasingly

use data sets to address scientific questions and st,dy phenomena not anticipated during initial

mission planning.

_he effective management and utilization of our rapidly growing data assets call for new

approaches and significant modifications to the infrastructure for accomplishing qualitT, research.

Ultimate success in meeting this challenge will be measured in terms of responsiveness to science

user needs for convenient access both to data and to the tools and capabilities to convert data into

meaningfid information and use the information for improved scientific insight.

D s guided by the atMee and direction of" the National Research Comleil and the NASA

Adviso D' Council, key elements of OSSA's approach to meeting this data management

challenge include:

Discipline Data Systems: Science discipline dMsions x_511provide the primaD, focus tot disci-

pline-specific data management approaches, guided by the advice and comlsel of their respective

science commmdties. Data management and arehiving issues will be aflbrded appropriate

emphasis and priority from the onset of mission planning. Projects will address these issues and

document them in Project Data Management Plans, whieh will be re,Sewed by discipline dM-

sions as part of the new start approval process. Disciplines will integrate project data plans with

ongoing research needs to evolve to a total research capability for that community. Discipline

dat_, systems will emphasize wide availability of information about data holdings, easier access to

those data by al] researchers, and improved comw¢'tMtv behvet,n researchers for the interchange

of data, infi_rmation, knowledge, and ideas.

OSSA-Wide Integration: ()SSA-wide integration fimctions _11 be planned and managed under

the oversight of a coordination board reporting to the Office of the OSSA Associate Administra-

tor. This board will assess overall ()SSA architecture, policies, and implementation guidelines to

ensure that data and information systems achieve the needed level of com_ectMty between major

disciplines, and will provide tor resource sharing where advantageous. A high-level Master

1)irectorv will ensure open and mdfi}rm access to information about spaee research data, regard-

h,ss of discipline or location. Communications and network ser,,ices will be expanded to st,pport

the full range of mission operatioi_s and scientific data exchange and amtlvsis. The OSSA infra-

structure also oversees major institutional facilities that transcend indMdual missions and

disciplim's, including high-performance supercomputers and a central long-term archive tacilib,.

Coordination with Office of Space Operations: OSSA will lnake effective use of the space- and

grouad-base3 operations and data handling expertise, capabilities, and resources developed and

managed l>y the ()ffice of Space Operations (()SO) and other NASA offices. Requirements will

be coordinated through the OSSA mamt_ement oversight board and x_411include priori9, conflict
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resolution for OSSA-required set,rices and assessment of budget implications as funding con-

straints necessitate a consensus OSSA position to OSO.

Information Systems Researeh and Teehnolog)/and Systems Evolution: OSSA will work with

the Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technolog)_ and other groups to stimulate and help

bring about technological developments needed for the futm'e. OSSA will sponsor test-bed

projects and other applied research efforts to infilse new technologies and advanced capabilities

as they become available and are appropriate to enhance operational ef|_'etiveness.

l_ver the next 5 years, discipline-oriented data systems such as the Astr¢)physies I)ata System,

the Planeta O' Data System, and EOSI)IS will further the process of integrating individual mission

data plans into a complete research capability for each major discipline cmmmmitv. The ()SSA-

x_dde infrastructure, including networking cmmectivitv, access to sut_ercomputers, long-term

archives, and Master l)irectorv services _511 be maintained at an institutional readiness appropri-

ate to support all discipline requirements. The in|brmation systems research program initiated in

FY 1991 to apply advanced computer and information systems teclmolog_' to improve the effec-

tiveness of science data management, anah'sis, and visualization will also continue.

Dnew OSSA-x_dde data management initiative xxfill begin in FY 1992 to work in con-

junction with the science disciplines to revitalize and preserve data holdings from past missions,

and to provide for more systematic flow of science data into discipline-oriented archives for

filture missions.

D nother new OSSA initiative for FY 199:2 will be participation in the NASA portion of the

Federal I Iigh Performance Computing and (;ommunieation Program. This program is being

established to maintain and extend U.S. leadership in high perfknmanee computing, and to

increase its assimilation into the U.S. science and engineering communities. OSSA scientists and

researehers xx411join _Sth academia and industry in the application of high-performance comput-

ing technologies to modeling, simulation, and data analysis challenges in Earth and space science,

as well as remote exploration and experimentation.

Technology

Hn developing our strateg,)', we assmne the availability of teehnolog)' that ix currently the state

of the art or near that level. In addition to depending upon continued efforts by the Office of

Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology' (OAET)in a wide range of spacecraft and instrument

subsystems, OSSA currently is conducting Advanced Teehnolo_,_, Development programs for the

next major OSSA initiatives -- the Orbiting Solar Laborator}*, the Space Infrared Telescope

Facility, and Gravity Probe-B. The Solar Probe mission will present significant new challenges,

especially in the areas of thermal protection and communication systems; therefore, advanced

teelmolo_ studies in support of this candidate major mission will also be needed. Advanced

development assures the timely availability of proven critical technologies well before they are

needed for fidl-scale development. This approach t() risk and cost reduction is an important

element of the OSSA strate#'.

I_ uture OSSA programs will benel_t substantially from technologies associated with elTogeni-

eallv cooled infrared and submillimeter wave detectors, optical interferometers, sensors,
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space-qualified lasers, space data and information systems, vibration isolation, automation and

robotics, and artificial intelligence. Applications include ultrahigh density data storage on Earth-

orbital and solar system exploration missions, autonomous experiment systems operations,

telescienee, telerobotic servicing, and orbital assembly. In addition, a number of teehnolo_"

areas have heightened reh,vance and impact in connection with OSSA's role in Mission from

Phmet Earth. These areas include bioregenerative life support systems, autonomous sample

collection arm analysis, spacecraft aerobraking and aeroeapture, and hmar-based assembly of

scientific instruments.

IJ| SSA is actively involved with OAET to develop an OSSA-endorsed set of advanced technol-

ogO."requirements and priorities that can be confidently acted upon by NASA installations,

industry, and uniw'rsities through OAET technology programs. To foster this process, an OAET

liaison has been assigned to OSSA to assist the science divisions in assembling, articulating, and

prioritizing OSSA technologO" requirements fi)r advanced instrument observation, inlbrmation,

sl_aeeeraft, and operations technologies. The ontcome of this proeess is expected to have a

significant impact on how teehnolo_.,9' is coordinated and transferred into science instrument

projects and missions. Currently, OAET programs in advanced sensor systems, cryogenics,

advanced propulsion, autonomous rendezwms and docking, large space structures, and advanced

communications contimle to establish the technological foundation fi)r OSSA missions in Earth

orbit and deep space and tm the Moon and Mars. Tire two offices have established joint technol-

o_n,, working groups in the areas of sensors (especially fi)r astronomy and Earth remote sensing at

infrared wavelengths) and spacecraft data systems. OSSA and OAET have also initiated regular

coordination activities to pursue development of critical technologies that will be needed for

future OSSA programs in such areas as long-term Earth remote sensing from geosynehronous

orbit, robotic exploration of planetau' surfaces, and precision pointing and stationkeeping from

orbiting platforms. In each case, OSSA defines science requirements, whereas OAET develops

generic technologies and advanced devices that OSSA can later integrate into operating systems

to meet its specific needs.

D stablishing pernument human outposts on the Moon and Mars for research, development,

and exploration will require a comprehensive understanding of processes in extraterrestrial

environments where different gravity levels are encountered. Processes must be understood in

the areas of fluid mechanics, combustion science, the mechanics of granular media, and materials

processing. In fluid mechanics, the studies of multiphase flow and phase change are essential to

understanding heat transfer processes under va_-ing gravity levels. An understanding of capillary

phenomena is necessau, fi)r fluids management. The study of mechanics of granular materials is

important to understanding the properties of unconsolidated soils in reduced gravi_'. An under-

standing of combustion science is necessary fi)r fire prevention and control in the extraterrestrial

enviromnent. Finally, the study of materials processing in different gra_4_' levels is necessary for

tire production of commodities to support human presence.

Aerospace Medicine and Life Suppo_

_key OSSA objective is to accommodate immediate life sciences requirements by conducting

and coordinating all aerospace medicine, medical support, and life support aetMties within
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NASA. OSSA also establishes future requiren/ents b_: determining human health, well-being, and

produetivi_' needs, and by conducting research, both on Earth and in space, to establish medical

and technology.' requir('ments to meet those needs {or human flight missions. The character o[

studies eonduc'ted to provide for future rt'quirc'ments is in many ways distinctly different from tile

lar_er ensemble of research roles within OSSA.

1_ urin_ the last 2(1 years, space lit_ sciences research has evolved from simply providing

operational medical support and enabling human sum'iv'al in space to seeking an understanding of

the causative mechanisms under154ng space adaptation, predictinff, rehlted health-threatening

issues, and developing more effective procedures and countermeasures. As a result, the life

sciences program now covers a truly interdisciplina_' field, both advancing scientific and techni-

cal knowledge in biomedicine and optimizing life support for lmman spaeeflight, exploration, and

safe return to Earth.

1 radititmally, life sciences research has included an Aerospace Medicine Program providing a

unique preventive and clinical medicine or_,atfization charged _4th ensuring crew heahh, safet3,,

and per|ormance. This Aerospace Medicine Program (,ncompasses crew medical selection and

retention standards, clinical medicine programs for human flight missions, certification of crews

for spaceflight duties, lon_itudimtl studies of astrommts, and ml en_4ronmental health monitorin_

and intem_ention program. Support is provided to the Office of Space Flight for health care and

crew equipment development and testing (including lift, support systems) and escape systems

duvelopment. The Aerospace Medicine Program providt,s requirements to the IAfe Support

Program in lifo sciences t}Jr research and developmt*nt of countermeasures to mitigate changes

due to spaceflight, and maintains the health data base to identif.y long-term adaptation mecha-

nisms. Iu turn, life support research activities estal4ish the scientific tbundation for improving

crew selection, medical care, and monitoring, and for enhancing crew productivity and protection

in space. Life support rusearch supports the Aerospace Medicine l)rog, nun by providin_ environ-

mental requirements and countermeasures, and medical knowledge for the practice of clinical

and preventive medicine.

Duman exp]oratitm of the Moon and Mars presents crucial new challenges for life sciences

research and teelmolo_, development in the areas of medical and life support systems. Funda-

mental differences between space and Earth -- the lack of gravity, inadequate atmospheres, deep

cold, and radiation -- challenge space life scientists and mission desi/¢ners to provide solutions

and strategies to protect the health of crew memt)t,rs and sustain their lives in space. To this end,

OSSA, in collaboratiou with OAET, ix |brmulating a comprehensive program to provide the range

of medical and life support capabilitit,s and teclmologies necussaD.' [br the dynamic space mis-

sions envisioned for the next few decades.

Institutions

_he successful accomplishment of the OSSA strategy' depends on support from the NASA

Centers, other Federal laboratories, U.S. mfiversities, and tilt, private sector. External to the

Agency, tile ongoin_ contributions of scientists and engineers at U.S. universities, at other

Federal laboratories, and in industo: art, critical to the success of all OSSA programs. Intenml to

the Agency, OSSA has specific institutional management responsibilities for the Coddard Space
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Flight Center and tile Jet Propulsion Laborato_'; however, every NASA center is a direct par-

ticipant in OSSA's science and technolo_, programs, and the continuation of this support is

essential. NASA Center scientists are expected to win support for their part in the OSSA re-

search program through the same competitive re_4ew process required for their extramural

counterparts.

NASA CENTERS

El he NASA Centers are a national resource. The (]enters themselves provide unique scientific

research facilities, and the NASA civil service work force includes some of the Nation's and the

world's finest scientists and engineers. Unfortunately, the facilities are aging, and the civil service

work three has decreased substantially since the Apollo era. In order for OSSA to conduct a

world-class program and meet the goals of this Strategic Plan, the Nation's investment in the

NASA institution must be protected.

H n the area of facilities, the NASA (]enters need substantial maintenance, repair, renovation,

and modernization. There is also a requirement for so-called "New CapabilitT'"; that is, new

facilities that _11 enable the development, test, anti operation of the more sophisticated and

sensitive instruments envisioned in this plan. Examples of this t>])e of capability are the enhance-

ment of the LeRC low-gravity drop tube and the X-ray Calibration Facility now under

construction at the Marshall Space Flight Center, which will provide the sophisticated capabil-

its, essential for testing the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility mirrors. In 1992, development

will continue on the EOS Data and Information System facility at the (;oddard Space Flight

Center. This facility will house the critical data processing, archiving, and distribution fimctions

for the EOS program, and it will accommodate members of the science community working _ith

EOS data.

_he availability and capability of NASA's civil service work three is a critical element to the

success of the OSSA program. NASA has been successful in partially recovering from the work

force decreases that have occurred siuce the Apollo era. For example, the new start package tor

the Mission to Planet Earth program included provisions for additional civil service strength to

provide effective program management. NASA is now focusing tm ensuring that the quality of the

NASA work force remains high. In response to this focus and to a recommendation fronl the

Advisory Conmfittee on the Future of the U.S. Space Program, the NASA Administrator has

annomwed the establishnwnt of a NASA Office of lhnnan Resources. This Office _hll be respon-

sible for the estal)lishment of policies that will ensure that NASA is a valid competitor in the

recruitment and retentitm of high-quality science, engineering, and administrative personnel,

using hiring and sa]ap,' tlexibilities allowed by the recently passed (3ivil Service Pay Reform Act.

_he following descriptions of the roles of the NASA Centers in the OSSA program are in-

tended to identit\' the nature of the predominant activities of each center. The descriptions are

not intended to be exhaustive.

Goddard Space Flight Center - GSFC is involved in virtually all scientific disciplines _ithin

OSSA, with the exception of microgravity and life sciences. Personnel at Goddard have extensive

experience in the management of science and applications satellite projects and instruments,

incl,ding the Explorer program. GSFC is responsible for many critical support fimctions in the
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research base, including the operation of the NASA Center fi)r Con/putational Sciences, the

Wallops Test Range, the National Space Science Data Center, and the sounding rocket and

balloon pr()gram at the Wallops Flight Facility. GSFC has management responsibility for EOS,

including the polar spacecraft and most initial Earth Probes.

Goddard is also responsible for tile scientific management and operation of the l Iubble Space

Telescope, as well as the Space Telescope Science Institute, where l luhble Space Telescope

scientific data and operations plamfing take place. Goddard is responsible for managing tim

development and operation of the Camma Ray Observatoly, and is expected to serve the same

fimction for the Orbiting Solar l_aboraton'. Mission operations for a nmnber of science and

applications satellites are also conducted bv Goddard. Under tile managelnent of the Office of

Space Operations, GSFC rnns the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite system and tit(' near-Earth

tracking and data acquisition network, which are essential t(t the operation of all U.S. Earth-

orbiting spacecraft, balloons, and s(mnding rocket activities.

Jet Propulsion Laboratoly- JPI, is most often associated with the OSSA sohu" system explorati(m

program, and indeed, the laboratory is a unique national resource in tit(' development and

scientific operation of deep space flight missions, inclu(ting (;alileo, Magellan, Mars Ot)server,

CRAF/Cassini, and Lmmr Observer. JPL _ll also l)hty a critical r(tle in the development of the

fllture robotic missions of tile Missi(tn fl'om Planet Earth. I h)wever, JPL plays a key role in most

other areas of observational science and in the development of mfi(lue computational capabili-

ties. The laboratory's development ()f synthetic aperture radar systems, its well as ()tiler

instrmnents, is central to tile OSSA Earth science strate_,_.'. Jpl: will also be responsible for

developing the Space InfraRed Telescope Facility and plays an importaut role in the microgravity

science program, specifically in tit(' area of developing Spacehd) and Space Station Freedom

hardware for containerless processing experiments. JPL also plays a key role in the SETI Micro-

wave Observing Project.

Under the managenlent of tile Office of Space Operations, JPI, operates the Deep Space Net-

work, the world_qde tracking stations for planetaD' spacecraft.

Marshall Space Flight Center - MSFC has vast experience as a major system development

center and, accordingly, develops and integrates major flight facilities for OSSA. Current ex-

amples include management of the development of the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility', as

well its mission management and instrument development for the U.S. Microgravi_' Laborator>,

and most other Spacelab and Shuttle-attached payload missions. Continuation of Marshall's

mission management role is critical to OSSA's effective utilization of the manned base of the

Space Station Freedom complex. Less _i(telv known, but ve o, important, is MSFC's participation

in the OSSA science and applications programs, particularly in certain aspects of space physics,

astrophysics, Earth science, and lnicrogra_i o, science.

Ames Research Center - ARC is a major participant in the OSSA life sciences program in space

physiolog)', life support, human £lctors, artificial gravity, space biol()_,, and exobiology. Ames has

special roles in infrared astronomy, planeta_ sciences, an(l Earth sciences, in terms of both

scientific research and the operation of the airborne science program (including the Kuiper

Airborne Observatory, the ER-2s, the DC-8, and tile C-130) an(t will build upon the successful

operation of the Kuiper AM)orne Observatory' x_ith the development and operation of SOFIA. In
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addition, ARC supports OSSA efforts in information systems and in telescience for Space Station

Freedtml. Ames is tile total point ill tile Agency for exobiolo_,,_' research and for the SETI Micro-

wave Ohserving Project.

Johnson Space Center - js(; plays a critical role in the OSSA life sciences activib,, particularly in

operational and space medieine and research on the eft_cts of spaceflight on humans. Jsc also

participates ill the solar system exploration program and manages the Planetar 7 Materials Facili_'

that preserves and distributes hmar samples, Antarctic meteorites, and cos,nit dust. In micro-

gravity science and applications, JSC has an ongoing program in biotechnolo_ _, as well as in the

operation of the KC-1,35 aircraft, which is used for both life sciences and microgravity experimen-

tation, jsc is also the mission management center for life sciences Spacelab missions and some

Earth science and applications activity, including the flight of imaging radar on the Shuttle. In

addition, JSC supports OSSA eftbrts in analytical integration of life sciences pressurized volume

payloads and of slnall and rapid-response payloads for Space Station Freedom.

Kennedy Space Center - Because of KS("s operational character, the center's participation in

the research program is limited to life sciences, particularly to phlying a key role in developing

c¢mtrolled ecological life support svste,ns. In keeping with its operational expertise, KSC is a

major support center fi_r Spacelab payload integration and maintenance of reusable Spacelab

flight hardware; a similar role for KS(; is expected to evolve in tile Space Station Freedom era.

The Kenned_ Space Center processes tile majori_' of spacecraft prior to launch on both the

Sh,,ttle and .nmanned launch vehicles and is responsible for coordinating NASA launch activities

at the Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. KS(3 also supports OSSA efforts in developing a

management plan for science payload physical integration for Space Station Freedom.

Langley Researeh Center- I,angley plays a substantial role in the Earth science and applications

research program, particularly in the development of satellite experiments in the modelling of

atmospheric chemisto', and in the analysis of climatic and other obser_,ations. LaRC also supports

tile materials science program for Spacelab and Space Station Freedom facili b' systems engineer-

ing, and provides fundamental research expertise in space radiation physics.

Lewis Research Center - LeR(" is a key participant in the microgravi b, materials science and

applications program, particularly in the disciplines of fl,ids, combustion, and metals and alloys.

Lewis not only participates in the ground-based program by conducting research and operat-

ing a Lear Jet and drop facilities for .nicrogravi_, simulation, but also contributes to tile flight

program by developing flight facilities and apparatus. I,eBC has the lead role in the OSSA

eonmlunications program and is responsible for the development of the Advanced Communica-

tions Technolo_, Satellite.

Stennis Space Center - The Stennis Space Center is an important participant in the life sciences

and tilt, Earth science and applications progran,s, including operation of the Earth Resources

I,aborato_,, which is involved in research in land/sea interactions and forest ecosvsten_s.

U.S. ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS

ISSA has traditionally considered tile U.S. universities part of its institutional base and _ll

contin,e to do so. NASA depends hea_dly on academia, not only as scientific investigators, but

also ;is educators of tilt' next generation of space scientists and technologists. The participation of
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U.S. universities is essential to maintaining a broad base of capability in areas vital to tile filture of

space science and applications. In its 1986 report, entitled "The Crisis in Space and Earth Sci-

ence," the NASA Space and Earth Science Advisorn, Committee cited a number of issues that are

acutely important to the health of mliversities as key elements of tile OSSA program. Among

these issues are the need for a spectrmn o(" small and large research opportunities, reliable and

frequent access to space, attention to training and development of graduate students, and the

stabilizing role of research and analysis. The OSSA stratt%_, explicitly addresses those issues.

OSSA intends to continue to work with its advisom' bodies to assess the needs of the university

c(mmmnitv and to devise approaches to ensure that the unique long-term contributions that the

community makes to space science and applications contimw in the fimlre.

D ealizing the OSSA vision will require a trained and experiencd academic community to

analyze the vast amounts of data that will result from the accomplishment of'the Plan. This need

will be especially critical in tilt, 1990s, when the launch of many missions will result in an tmprec-

edented increase in data on significant science problems, at a time whell many current members

of the research community will be approaching retirement age. The science community may find

itselfinadequatelyprepared, both intechnicalcapability'and mmd)er of perscmnel,to dd with

thisoiMaught of data.When combhled with the projecteddecrease inscience,mathematics, and

engineerin_ students over the next decade, these t,tctors strongly stress the need tbr enhancing

recruitment and training at the pre-c(4le_zt' and undergraduate levels and ft)r maintaining and

increasing support for graduate students and p()stdoct(md researchers.

o respond to the growing concern over both NASA's and the Nation's needs for scientific and

technical manpower at the turn of the century, OSSA is involved in a variety of programs that

tbcus on education ran_ing from pre-high school to pt)st-graduate levels. Examples include

special educational programs tied to specific flight missions (e._., the Astro and Space I,ifi'

Sciences Spacelab tlights), specialized residential summer courses (e.g., in life sciences, Earth

science, and planetaL-y science), graduate student fellowships (e.g., the (;raduate Student l_,e-

search Program and a new program in global change research), NASA Specialized (;enters of

Research and Training in the liJi _sciences, and special outreach programs to bring new colleges

and universities into the space science and applications research :uena (e.g., via the joint Venture

in Education or "JOVE" program administered through MSF(; and the l listoricallv Black College

and University Program).

International Cooperation

n n developing the OSSA strategg' for leadership in space science and applicati<ms, no explicit

assumptions were made about the level of intermttional participation to achieve OSSA goals and

objectives. Indeed, internatiomtl space cooperation is not an cud in itself, hut a means of enhanc-

ing programmatic capabilities. We intend to exercise international leadership first and [oremost

through a strong commitment to the nati¢mal vitality of our own tm_oing program, major and

moderate missions, small missions, use of Spacelal) and Space Station Freedom, and maintenance

of a _4gorous research base. Through an ambitious and hroadlv based national program in science

and applications, we will contim,, to attract the best scientific and technical talent from abroad to

work _Sth us, and to gain the most attractive opportunities for coop('ratitm abr()ad.
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D ast experience has shown that considerable benefit can frequently' be gained from interna-

tional cooperation. Nearly all ongoing and planned OSSA space science and applications missions

involve some form of international participation. In keeping with long-standing NASA policy',

international cooperation takes place on a "no-exchange-of-funds" basis, whereby each side

agrees in advance to cover the costs associated with its contribution to the cooperative acti_4_,.

Such participation is generally, enabled through the OSSA "Announcement of Opportunity" (AO)

process, under which the international scientific conununity is routinely' in_dted to submit propos-

als to NASA to fly foreign experiments on U.S. spacecraft, to participate in U.S.-led experiment

teams, and to take part in post-flight data analysis actixhties. Foreign proposals compete on an

equal footing with U.S. scientific proposals and are evaluated under the peer re_4ew process

along with their U.S. counterparts. In turn, U.S. scientific proposals are entertained by many of

our foreign partners for missions that they are planning, under comparable peer rex4ew proce-

dures, thereby extending the criterion of scientific merit and adding to the opportunities available

to the U.S. scientific community.

_1_ oreign space capabilities will continue to improve in the flltnre. A number of Western

nations now have indigenous spacecraft and launch capabilities; this number is likely to increase

over the next 5 years. As a result, NASA maintains a regular dialogue with space agencies abroad

to exchange information on our respective plans and to identify" potential areas for cooperation.

We will continue to seek opportunities for inviting foreign participation in NASA missions where

there is mutual programmatic benefit, as well as to seek opportunities for participation in the

missions of other nations, when those opportmaities are consistent with our programmatic

objectives and resources.

N nternational cooperation plays a role in each of the principal programmatic themes of the

core science stratc_,_.:. In terms of the ongoing program, a mmlber of significant foreign contribu-

tions to NASA science missions are now tmder_vav. For example, the I Iubble Space Telescope

involves major seientific hardware contributions from the European Space Agency (ESA); the

(;aroma Ray ()bservatorv carries a European instrmnent as an important contribution to its four-

instrmnent payload; and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility to be lamlched in the latter

portion of this decade x_411carry a l)utch instrument. Other major ongoing missions with signifi-

cant |oreign contributions include: the Ocean Topography Experiment/POSEIl)ON, the Upper

Atmosphere Research Satellite, Galileo, the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics Program, the

(:RAF/Cassini Program, the Earth Observing System, and severa] planned Spacelab missions (the

International Microgravity l_aborato% the Space Radar Laboratory, the Atmospheric Laborato_'

f'orApplications and Seicnce, and the Space IAfe Sciences series).

_he first in the International Microgravity Laboratoo' series of missions is to be launched in

early 1992. The mission will include 42 science investigations, 13 in microgra_.5_" science and 29

in life sciences, and it will include experiments in a wide assortment of areas such as fluids,

organic and inorganic co'stal growth, biotechnolo_,n:, casting technology', critical phenomena,

plant physi()lc)g_.', an(! hmnan space physiolog3, _.Twenty-eight of these investigations will involve

international participation with five fi)reign space agencies and eleven foreign countries. Eight of

the 15 payload elements are supplied by our foreign partners.
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D s in the case of the ongoing program, leadership through major and moderate missions can

be enhanced through mutually beneficial international cooperation. Planned programs such as

the Orbiting Solar Laborato D" and the Space InfraRed Telescope Facility each anticipate high-

quali_, Foreign contributions of scientific instruments, mission-related hardware, or both. Our

pursuit of leadership is most conspicuous through major and moderate missions, since they pro-

vide the bases for the largest quantum leaps in scientific knowledge and technological ahilitv; by

the same token, they can offer the richest programmatic benefits from international cooperation.

N nternational cooperation has also heen important to the development of increased opportu-

nib, for small missions, notahly in the development of level-of-effort programs, such as Earth

Probes and the Explorer series. NASA has had discussions with a number of our fi_reig, parhwrs

in Europe, Canada, and Japan regarding their interest in participating in the IAfesat program, a

small, reeoverahle orbiting hiosatellite. In addition, missions such as the Tropical l{aintall Mea-

surement Mission and the multiple flight opportunities t'c_r the NASA Total Ozone Mapping

Spectrometer instrmnent for measurement of stratospheric ozone are greatly tacilitated and

accelerated by the contrihutions of fi_reign pamners, such as major instrmnent elements (Tropical

Rainfall Measurement Mission) or the provision of flight opporhmities on foreign platfilrms

(flight of the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer and the NASA Scatterometer on the Japanese

Advanced Earth Observation Spacecraft). In each case, given the level-of-effort nature of the

fimding for these projects, lack of fi_reign participation would have substantially delayed onr

ability to mount these important Earth observation missions.

_o support the transition to Space Station Freedom, we are engaged with our partners (ESA,

Japan, and Canada) in plmming for the utilization of Freedom Station, as well as in development

of precursor experiments that can be flown on the Spacelab between now and the availability of

Space Station Freedom. Experiments carried on the International Microgravity Laboratoo, and

on reimbursable Spacelah missions provided hv our European and Japanese partners will he

realistic opportunities to develop techniques and procedures to optimize the utility of Space

Station Freedom.

_he research base program serves as the foundation for a _igorous and productive research

community in the U.S. International cooperation affords additional opportunities for flight and

analysis, often working in concert with leading experts overseas. For example, the Stratospheric

Obsem,atom' For Infrared Astronomy, a high-priority fimlre initiative in the research base, will

involve substantial collahoration with Germany. We also rely on international cooperation to

conduct suborbital flight campaigns requiring launches outside the U.S.

D rox_th in opportunities for cooperation with the Soviet Union has been of particular interest

in recent years. NASA has worked x_ith the Soxiets in space science acti_4ties since the early

1960s, but the trend toward improved relations in the past 2 to 3 years offers the chance for

broader cooperation. Although the development of these relationships has required some unique

arrangements, OSSA has been working toward a more traditicma] relationship with the Soviets,

raider which the same principles of open competition and scientific peer review are used with the

Sox'iets as with our other partners in determining cooperative opportunities.
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Dased on the principles of the 1987 Space Cooperation Agreement between the U.S. and the

U.S.S.R., as well as on the results of the 1988 Moscow Summit, OSSA is engaged in regular

discussions with Soviet experts on potential areas of cooperation in each of the five Joint Working

(;roups (space biology' and medicine; solar system exploration; solar-terrestrial physics; astronomy

and astrophysics; and Earth science). Contributions to the ongoing program, such as the 1991

t]ight of a Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer instrument on the So,let METEOR-3 satellite,

the tlight of a Soviet gamma-ray burst detector on the U.S. Wind spacecraft in 1992, and U.S.

participation in Mir biomedical research and the 1992 COSMOS biosatellite mission are tangible

evidence of the fruitfulness of these discussions.

I uturc pltnmed missions include flight of two U.S. astrophysics instruments on the Soviet

1993 Spectrum-X Gamma mission; the flight of a Soviet receiver on the Mars Observer space-

craft, to relay data from French balloons on the surface of Mars in 1994; U.S. participation in the

Soviet Radioastron n,ission and the Japanese Vet)' Long Baseline Interferometry Space Observa-

to_' Program, in which NASA will provide crucial time synchronization and ground-based

tracking and communications support and participate in the science program; and medical

investigations with Mir cosmonauts in all flight phases, leading to joint biomedical studies of flight

crews from Mir and from the Space Shuttle. As the broader national relationship between the

So,let Union and the U.S. improves over the next 5 years, and as resources are made available,

the opportmfities for fruitfill cooperation in space science can also be expected to improve.
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APPENDIX: THE OSSA SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES_INDIVIDUAL STRATEGIES

Developing a strate_' for tile future program of OSSA alld its discipline divisions begins ill the scientific

research communi_', where active collaboration [)e_,eetl OSSA and the eomnluni_, translates goals into

strategies for scientific discipline programs. A number of panels of the National Academy of Sciences and the

NASA Advisom' ('ouncil advise ()SSA about broad issues of the overall OSSA program. These panels include

the Space Studies Board, the Space Science and Applications Advisory Committee, and the Aerospace

Medicine Advisory Committee. These and other special a(tviso_ bodies, such as the Conmlittee on Global

Change, the Space Station Science and Applieati(ms Advisor_' Subcommittee, and the Exploration Science

Working Group, also specifically address the c()mpositioll and direction ()f each of the scientific disciplines

that fall under OSSA's umbrella. Focused groups, such as prt)iect definition teams and scientific working

groups, provide more speeific recommendations regarding particular project strategies. These ad_4so_,

bodies, and tile publications in which their recommendations are elucidated, are listed at tile end of each

discipline description.

ith the recommendations of these advisoo, groups as detailed objectives, and with tile overall goals for

space science and applications providing the framework, each scientific discipline |ormulates specific program

plans designed to fi)cus on a particular aspect of the ()SSA program. Each divisitm strives to conlplenlent tile

other five, and each fi)rmulates a strategy,' that can then be integrated into a comprehensive, cohesive plan,

which prox4des a context for decision-makillg within OSSA.

Hn tile pages that follow, we summarize for each discipline its goals anti ()bjectives, its current situation,

relevant factors of tilt* external environment, and the strategy,' that will _uide its activities for tilt' next .5 to 10

,years. The integration of these individual plans is the basis of OSSA's overall strategy,.
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Astrophysics

_he astrophysics progranl uses space missions in Earth orbit and, perhaps, ultimately on the Moon, to

obser'¢e the universe and develop physical models of" the phenomena observed. The program is implemented

in close coordination _5th the astronomical eommmfity, especially through the cognizant committees of the

National Academy of Sciences.

_he goals of the program relate to three key thenles--cosmolo_', astronomy and physics--to address

the questions:

What was the origin of the universe? What is its large-scale structure? What will be its fate?

What is the origin of galaxies, stars, planets, and life, and how do they evolve?

What i, the physqcs of nmtter under the extreme conditions found in astrophysical objects?

_he prograln is optimized ar(mnd a methodolo_' that includes contemporaneous observations across the

entire electromagnetic spectrum. The "'Great Obsem, atories" cover the four major wavelength bands: infrared,

ultra_4olet/_4sible, X-ray, and gamma-ray. Explorer, Spacelab, moderate, and suborbital missions bridge the

gaps in the measurements made by the (;reat Ol)servatories.

Qata are provided to the science communi_' through an infrastructure that includes the Astrophysics Data

System and several data archival programs. Grants are used for data analysis, theor),, laboratou, astrophysics,

grtmnd-based telescope data, and education initiatives. Long-term xdability is ensured through an advanced

technologies program and a contimdug series of short-time-scale flight opportunities using aircraft, rockets,

balloons, and moderate and small-sized Explorer satellites.

CURRENT SITUATION

D almch of the l lubbh' Space Telescope ushered in the decade of the Great Obsem'atories. Although

technical problems have delayed achievement of some important science objectives until after the 1993

servicing mission to install a second-generation Wide Field/Planetar), Camera and new solar arrays, many

obsevvations have been made during early operations. These include the highest resolution images ever taken

of the Wilber Spot on Saturn, the Einstein (:ross gravitational Ions, and the SN 1987A supernova remnant.

_he other Great Observatories are in various stages of' development. The Gamma Ray ()bsem'atou' is

prepared for a 1991 hmnch. The Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Facility is continuing development with pri-

mal"y emphasis on titbrication of the largest in its set of"six mirror assemblies. The Space InfraRed Telescope

Facility is proceeding with definition and technoh)g)' dovelotnnent activities leading to a planned development
start in 1994.

_he (;osmic Background Explorer has largely completed its mission. The Roentgen Satellite, a collabora-

tion with the Federal l/elmblic of (;ermanv, was launched in 1990 and has completed its initial survey. In

l)econd)m 1990, the Astro-1 mission perft,'nwd more than 151) sttccessful far ultraviolet and X-ray obsen, a-

tions from the Shuttle cargo bay. The data on distant and nearby galactic gases have already given scientists

new clues on how galaxies form and evolve. The International Ultraviolet Explorer entered its fourteenth year

of opt'rations, supporting ol)sem'ations by more than 1,000 astronomers.

D xt)lort'r missions scheduled for launch in 1991 are Solar-A, a solar physics program collaboration with

the Japanese, and the Extreme UltraViolet Explorer, which is the first mission attached to the Explorer

Platform, a reusable and serviceable spacecraft.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_he (;reat Observatories will continue to probe the universe in unprecedented ways. Top priority is given

to operation of the ltubt)h' Space Telescope, which will be restored to its original specifications _4th a Shuttle

servicing mission in 1993. A later st,rvicing mission will install advanced instruments to provide further
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ultraviolet and near-infrared observation capabilities. This period will also see operation of tile 1991 (;annna

Ray Obser_'ato_, and the Advanced X-ray Astrophysics Faeili_', scheduled for a 1998 launch. Tile Space

Infrared Telescope Facility is planned for development and launch by the end of the eentu_'.

n 1993, we plan to begin development on the Stratospheric Observatot T For Infrared Astronomy

(SOFIA), a 2.4-meter diameter telescope carried in a modified Boeing 747. An international collaboration with

the Federal Republic of Germany, SOFIA will study the near universe with rely high spatial and spectral

resolution to complement the Space Infrared Telescope Facility. With more than 100 flights planned per year,

SOFIA will also provide essential <)pporttmities for training new scientists and developing instruments.

Dxplorer program plans include increased flight opportunities to at h'ast one mission per year and the nse ()f

expendable launch vehicles. Explorer missions planned for launch during this decade are the X-ray Timing

Explorer, the Advanced Composition Explorer (a Spaee Physics mission), and the Far Ultraviolet Speetroscol)y

Explorer. The Nuclear Astrophysics Explorer, designed to provide the first high spectral resolution survey of

gamma ray emission line sources in the energ3' range of 0.05 to 10 MeV, in beginning feasibility study. Three

small-sized Explorer missions, the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospherie Partiele Explorer, tile Fast Auroral

Snapshot Explorer, and the Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite, ave planned for comph'tion and launch

by the mid- 1990s.

Dhree moderate missions are in vaL'ying stages of definition. Gravity Prolw-FI will test prexSously unverified

General Relati_Stv predictions with enough precision to begin differentiating between alternative theories. The

Submillimeter Mission will observe 100 to 200 sourees for a complete spectral line survey at high speetral

resolution in a largely unexplored region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The third mission may be an optical

interferometer that will provide ultra-high angular resolution measurements that could resolve the cores of

active gal_c,des and may achieve the goal of calibrating the extragalactic distance scale.

International collal)orations allow the U.S. to use its unique instrument development capabilities to achieve

a significant U.S. science community participation for a modest investment. U.S. instruments will be flown

aboard the Japanese Astro-l) mission scheduled fi," launch in 199:3. Two U.S. instruments will be flown on the

Soxiet Spectrum-X-Gamma mission, a unique X-ray polarimeter and an X-ray all sk3' monitor. The U.S. will

supply crucial timing and tracking support for the Soviet Radioastron and the Japanese Ve D, Long Baseline

lnterferometrv Space Orbiting Program. The U.S. x_6ll also supply hardware fi)r two of the three instruments

on the European Space Ag,ency's X-Ray Multi-mirror Mission, to be launched by the end of the decade. NASA

is also considering support of the Italian Space Agency mission, LA(;EOS-II1, the first test of tile General

Relativih, Lense-Thirring effect.

D robust Advanced Technology Development program will continue to identity' critical technologies and

prepare for filture astrophysical missions. Current mission plans envision "'second generation" orbiting observa-

tories and lunar telescopes. Lunar missions may evolve from the Lunar Transit Telescope, a robotic mission

that would perform a deep-sk T survey in the ultraviolet, _6sible, and infrared. A series of missions could

culminate with an optical interferometer capable of detecting planets orbiting nearby stars.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on Space Astronomy and Astrophysics of the Space Science Board, National Academy of Seien(,es,
National Research Council

The Explom'r Pm)_ram,fi)r Astromm_y and Astm)physicx (1986).

Long-Lived Space Observatories fi)r Astronomy and Astropl_ysics (1987).

Astronomy and Astrophysics Survey Committee, National Academy of Sciences, National Researe]l Council

Astmmomy amt A strophysic.s'.fi)r the 1990s ( 1991).
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Ohe fundanle,tal goals and approaches of the solar system exploration program are those recommended by

the Conmdttee on Planetar}' and Lmmr Exploration of the National Academy of Sciences and the Solar System

Exploration Committee of the NASA Advisou' (_ouncil. Briefly stated, the goals are:

Origin and Evolution: To determine the present nature of the solar system, its planets, moons, and primitive

bodies, and to search for other planetary systems in various stages of formation, in order to understand how

the solar system and its objects formed, evolved, and (in at least one case) produced environments that could

sustain life.

Comparative Planetology: To better understand the planet Earth by determining the general processes that

govern all planetary devehrpment and by understanding why the "_terrestrial"planets of the solar system are so

different from each other.

Pathfinders to Space: To establish the scientific and technical data ba_e required for undertaking major human

enrleavors in space, including the survey of near-Earth resources and the characteri_tion of planetary surfaces.

Dolar system explt)rati()n is e()ml,eted in three distinct stages: ( 1) reconnaissance, involving flyby missions;

(2) expl()rati(m, generally c(m(lucted with orbiting spacecraft and atmospheric probes; and (3) intensive stud,,,',

ilwolving soft landcrs, sample returns, and hmnan exploration. The essential part of this exploration is a core

science program of balanced missions and research that stresses continui_', commonality, cost-effectiveness,

and the use of existing tech,olo_,_ _.This program consists of: ( 1 ) moderate-scale Planetau' Observer missions

to the |ruler planets, using previously developed spacecraft equipment; (2) Mariner Mark II missions to the

outer planets, using common spacecraft and evolving technologT; (3) development of a muir|mission space-

|light operations and data analysis capability; and (4) a strong program cd"ground-based research and analysis

and related activities. Future programs envision completing the reconnaissance phase for all planets, complet-

ing the exploration phase of the inner solar system and small bodies, advancing the exploration phase of the

outer planets, and conducti,g ill-depth studies of Mars and a comet with s,rface landers and sample returns.

CURRENT SITUATION

Ohe successful 1989 Voyager :2encounter with Neptune completed the initial flybys of Jupiter, Saturn,

Uramls, and Neptmle. The reconnaissance phase of solar system exploration is now almost complete; only

l)luto remains to be visited |)y plauetau' spacecraft. The launch of the (,alileo mission to Jupiter in October

1989 began the exploration phase of the ooter planets. Galileo will be the first spacecraft to orbit an outer

planet, and it will inject a probe into Jupiter's atnlosphere. Also in 1989, NASA started the development of the

(:ass|n| and Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby (CRAF) missions, the first missions to use the advanced

capabilities of the Mariner Mark I| series of spacecraft.

On September 1990, NASA extended the exploration phase of the inner solar system as high-resolution

,napping through the optically opaque cloud layer o|'Venus was initiated by means of a synthetic aperture

radar instrument on the Magellan spacecraft in orbit around the planet. This mission is providing unparalleled

scientific data on the surface morpholo_, of Veto,s, and ix proving the radar mapping technique that will be

used to image the surtilee of Titan on the Cassini mission. Mars exploration _ill continue with the 1992 launch

of Mars Observer, a mission that will orbit the planet tbr at least 1 Martian year to complete a glohal scientific
assessment of Mars.

Dpace agencies of other nations, including the European Space Agency, the Soviet Union, Germany,

France, and Japan, have now established programs in solar system exploration and have expressed specific

interest in collaborative efforts with the United States. Such efforts are undemvay in the Galileo, Mars Ob-

server, CRAF, and Cassini programs, and we expect further such activities in the filture.
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STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

_he hi_hest priori_ tbr solar system exploration is to complete those missions now launched ((;a]ileo.

Magellan) or under development (Mars Observer, Cassini, and CRAF). Beyond these missions, the Solar

System Exploration Division, in close cooperation with the science community, is developing a flexible,

dua]-path strateg) for the exploration of the solar system in the 1990s and beyond. The first path continues

the evolving, step-by-step scientific program. The second path pursues robotic exploration for Mission from

Planet Earth. In die near-term, the "traditional" path is identical to the one for Mission from Planet Earth.

ttowever, the second path would carry out additiona] detailed exploration and characterization of Mars in

preparation {})r ]roman landings by means of" landed networks, Saml)le returns, imaging orbiters, and surface

rovers. Plmming is also under way tbr a "Discovery" program of small, highly focused missions in planetaL'y

science, as well as an initiative desiKned to search for and unambiguously detect planets around other stars.

Dolar system exploration must remain at the cutting edge of space science and space technolo_'. Toward

that end, the research and analysis base is being enhanced to support crucial advanced technology, develop-

merit, advanced mission studies, and related science initiatives. Two enhancements to the research base, one

for instrmnent and laborato o' upgrading, and the other for an interdisciplinar}, study of the origins of solar

system, were begun in FY 1990. In FY 1992, research and analysis initiatives will focus on resources fi)r

graduate student assistants]tips, initiation grants for new rusearchers, and augmented support for individual

researchers. Additional initiatives are raider consideration lot implementation during the 1990s. Among

these are a program to ensure the preservation o[' all planeta D' data in digital formats that are easily acces-

sible by scientists: a research program affiliated with a broadly scop('d initiative that would employ

ground-based and sl)ac('craft-l)orn(" instrum(mtati(m to (l('tect and study oth(,r t)lanetaD _systems: a "Com-

l)arative l)]an(_toh_g) ''' initiative that would take advantag(' ()f new (lata returned t)y l)lan('taD _ missions in

order to deepen ore" mltlerstanding of planet Earth and the differ('nc('s [)('tw('en and similarities among the

planets: and finally, an Advanced T('dm()log_' l)('v(qOl)m(mt l)r()gram that would S.l)l)orl the development of

t(_chn()h)gies critical for ('nat)ling new missions.

ADVISORY COMMrl'rEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committe( _ on Planetar} and lmnar Expl()ratiCm, Spa('(' Sci(mc(" l_,()ard, National Aca(h'mv ()f Sciences,

National ltesearc]l (_(mnei]

Strate_y_fim Exldoration of Primitiw, 5,'olar-Sy_tem Bodies --Astenfid,_', Comets and ,'tfetcoroid._':

1980-1990 (1980).

,4 Strategy fl_r Exploration oft/u, Outer Planets, 1986-1996 (1986).

1990 Update to Strategy fro Explorati,m ,!f tt., lmwr t'lam'ts (1990).

A Strategyf_r tit(, Detection am/Study o['Other Plam'tary S!t.stcms am/l':xtm_olar I'lam'taql 31aterial_

1990-2000 (1990).

Committee on Cc_oi)erativ(, Mars Exl)l(wati(m and Sample I{('tuvn. Si)ac(' Sciunc(' I),()ar(I. Nati(mal Acad('mv

of Sciences, National l{usuarch Comwi]

International Cooperation fro AlaJ:s F,xldoration and Sample R('turn (1990).

Joint Working Croup of th(' National Aca(l('my ()f S(:i(mt'('s and the I2_llF()l)(ql.ll SCi('IIC( _ Foml(lati(m, National

lt(,search Council

Report oft/: NAS/ESF Joint Workin_ Croup: A Strate_y./in" U.S'./l'hm_/wan Coolwratiolt iu Plam'tary

Exploration (1986).

Solar System Exploration (k)mmittee of the NASA A(lvis()r_' (;omwil

Plam'tanj Exploratio, through )'ear 2000: Part Ore': A Core Program (19S3

Plam'ta_7! Exploration through Year 2000: Part Two: An Augmented l'roCgwm (1986).

Plam'tmTj Exploration throucJ_ )'ear 2000: Scie_t!fic l_ati,male (1988).

The Planetar}, Astronomy (k)mmitt('e of the Solar System Exl)l()ration I)ivisi(m

Other Worhts from Earth: The Future qf Plam'tary A,_tro,omy (1989).
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_he space t)hysies program investigates the origin, evolution, and interactions of space plasmas in tile

heliosphere and the cosmos. The goals of the discipline, end(irsed by the C(/mmittee on Solar and Space

Physics of the National Academy of Sciences, are to understand:

The Sun as a star, as an influence on Earth, and as the dominant source of energy, plasma, and energetic particles

in the solar system

The interactions between the solar wind and solar system bodies, including studies of the processes within and

interactiol_ between the ionospheres, mesosTJheres, and thermospheres of Earth and other solar system bodies

The structure and dynamics of the magnetospheres of planets, especially that of our own Earth

The nature of the heliosphere in its steady state as well as its dynamic configuration, and the origin, acceleration,

and propagation of solar and galactic cosmic rays.

Data are obtained by sensors situated directly within regions of interest, as well as by remote sensing for

inaccessible regions or regions requiring a global view. Cosmic rays provide samples of matter that results

from energetic processes occurring otttside our solar system. Measurements are obtained by instruments

mounted on |¥ee-ll._ing satellites, the Space Shuttle, sounding rockets, and balloons. Researchers use theory,

models, and computer simulations t() synthesize these measurements into a general understanding of space

physics phenomena.

CURRENT SITUATION

Q ecmmaissance of most solar system i(mosl)heres and magnetospheres, of the heliosphere, and of the outer

layers of the Smfs atmosphere has been completed. Basic characteristics of solar mid galactic cosmic rays have

been ineasure(t. The process of explaining, inteq)reting, and formulating theoretical descriptions of many

phenomena has hegtm, and some understanding of cause-and-effect relationships has been established.

Dh(' Internatiomd (_ometar>' Explorer and tit(' lnteq)laneta_' Monitoring Plattbrm continue to collect

scientific inf()rmation. The Division has science t)ufview of Ulysses, Pioneers 10 and 11, and Voyagers 1 and 2,

and to,ducts a rt)lmst data amdvsis program for its completed tlight missions through a newly established

guest investigator program. The 1990 I)ol)/NASA (k)mbined Release and Fiadiation Eft_,cts Satellite has

begun mapping t£arth's radiatio, belts am] studying ionospllere/magnetosphere interactions. This mission

studies space plasma l)rOc('sses initiated ])v chemical releases from the satellite. Releases were performed in

Septeml/er 1990 and in Jamm U and Fel)ruarv 1991, with additiomtl releases planned (]Ulill_ August 1991 wit]+

c()ncurrent chemical r('leases by sounding rockets launched from 1)uerto Rico.

easurements of the Sun thv()ughout the cttrr('nt peak of the solar activity cycle will be made by the 1991

Japant'se/U.s. Solar-A mission, in 1992, the U.S./Italian Tethered Satellite System x+ill deploy a diagnostic

satellite tethert'd t(> the Space Shuttle by a 20-kilomtger c()n(hwting wire for investigati<)ns (if electrodvnamic

plasma effects.

_he next ma ()r tlight program is the lnternatiomd Solar Terrestrial Physics 1)rogram, consisting of the

(;h_l)al Ce()st)ac(' Science program and the ESA Solar-Terrestrial Science l)r(igramme. The (;loba] Ceospac('

Science program is designed to study ge(ispace as an interconnected, i,teractive system using a tleet of

spacecraft, iaclu(ling the NASA Wind and Polar satellites, the Japanese/NASA (;e(itail mission, and the
(:.ml)int'd l_elease and l_,adiati(m Effects Satellite extended mission. In addition, the Sun's corona will be

studied with the Spartan °01 mission, t() be launched and retrieved during a single Shuttle flight. The Solar-

Terrestrial Science Programme includes the Solar and 1leli()spheric ()bser_'atorv and Cluster missions. Both

cam' NASA-contributed instr, ments, a,d both will be launched in 199.5.

gwo small Explorers, the 1992 Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer and the 1994 Fast

Amoral Snal)shot Expl()rer, are in develot)ment. Alil)roved as a standard Explorer is the Advanced Comt)osi-

tion Explorer.
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STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

Dhe health of tile sl)aee t)hysics discipline depends ()n maintaining a mix of' m@)r, mod{'rate, and small

missions, the sul)orl)ita[ program, a Guest Investigator l)r()grant, and significant increases in sUt)l)orting

research and technolog),. The highest priority mission, readx for immediate new start, is the Orbiting Solar

Laboratoo', which is fimdamenta] to understandin G the most basic processes of both steady-state and ener-

getic stellar astrophysics. This mission should also make advances in observing solar flares, and hence the

ability to l)re(lict solar particle radiation events that (tirectlv aff('ct Earth and l)()s( ' a threat t() hmnan exph)ra-

tion of the Moon or Mars. The desired 1999 launch date ,_f tit(' Orbiting Solar I,aboratorv is ideal since tit{'

next maximmn of solar flare activity will be starting about th(' slmte year.

D small Sl)aC{,crat}, nmlti-ag{'ncy mission to l)rovi(h _ e(luat()riaI plasma and ('n('rg('tic lmrticle and field

measurements is bein_ c(msidered for a 1993 (ir ear]v 1994 hm,wh in order t()overlap with the Wind and 1)olaf

missions. An Explorer-tx])(, tnission using chemical releases t() study ionospheric chemical and (q('ctr<)(lvnami(,

l)r(tc(mses in ('onjunc'tion with the Comltin('d l{('h'as(, and l{a(liation I£fi'('{'ts Sat('llit(" ('xt('n(h'(] misMon is also a

high-l)riority ._mal] mission. Astr(tnmg, an array (if (]('t('c'tor svst('ms clust('r('d ar(nm(t it SUl)(Wc()n(htctin _

magnet to stu(lv ultra-high ('n('rt,_' ga]actic cosmic rays and search fin" ])rim()r(lial antimatter, was originally

s(qected for Space Station lZreedonu but it is now being studied in conjuncti()n with tit(' Italian space ag('n('y

titr humch on an exp('ndable v('hicle at tit(' end of tit(' d('cad('.

D (tditional missions und(,rgoing definition Mu(lies inclu(l(': (1) tit(' S()]ar I)r(tl)e; (:2)a Nh'rcurv orbiter:

(3) a Therntosphere, htnosph('r(', Mesosl)here Energetics and l)vnamic.s misMom (4) a I ligh Energ 5' Solar

Physics mission: (5) an Inner Magnetosph(q'ic lmager mission: an(t (6) a (;rand Tour (;luster ()|'satellites.

_he (_oordinated I h'li()sl)h('r(_ ()bs(,rvations l)rogrant, (,xl)ect(,d t() start in 1992, will study the heliosl)h(_r(,

and the COUl)led g{,osl)ac(, systems through coordination of (|ata t)om ()ngoing missions. This will l)e acc()m-

l)]ished through a _igorous Guest Investigator program using tit(' Space Physics Data System, a network o|"

data centers unite(| un(l('r tit(" common th('m(" o{"h(']iosph('ri(, sci('n('(,. An mq)rece(tented level of COOl)eration

for solar-terrestrial science in tit(' 1990s includes U.S. c(tlhd)orations with European and Jai)anese sl)ace

agencies as well as joint studies under the ausl)ices of the U.S./U.S.S.tL Joint Working (;rou l) on Solar Terres-
trial Physics.

ADVISORY COMMITTEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

(_ommitte( _ on Solar and S1)ac(' t)hvsics of th(' St)at(" S('i(,nc( • l_;oar(t, National A('a(lemy o{" S('iences, National

Research Council

Solar-System Space Pht/,_ic._' in the 1980s: A Re_'earch StrateFt,] (1980).

Solar-Terrestrial R_'scarch in the 198()s (1981 ).

An Inte_ati(mal Di,_cu,s_i<m on Research in Solar and Space Phy,s'ics (1983).

A Strat_'_y.fi)r the Explorer t'ro_wmfor Solar and Space Ph!tsic,s (1984).

Solar-I)'m's'tHal Data Access, Distributiol_, a_(l Archicin_ (1984).

The Phy,s'ics of the SutJ (1985).

A_ Implementation Plan.f_r Prioritie,s' i_ Solar-System Space Physics (1985).

Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Research of the Sl)a(,(, Sci('ne(, Boar(t, National Academy of Sci('nees,
National Fleseareh (;ounei]

National Solar-Terrestrial Be._'('arc]_ t)ro_ram (1984).

Lon_-l'erm Solar-Terrestrial Oh.s'er_;atiot_,s" (1988).

Phvsi('s Smxev (_ommittee, National Aca(lemv of Sci('nces, National tt(,search Council

Ph!f.sics th rou_zh the 1990,s: Pla,sma and Fhzid, s (1986).

Astronomy and Astrol)hysi{.s Surx'(,v (;ommittee, National Ac'a(l('nl) of Sciences, National Research (_ounci]

A.s'tronomy (tt_(1 A,s'tropl_y.s'ic._'.fiJr the 1990s' (1991 ).

Space Physics Sul)('ommittee, Space Sci('nc(' and A1)t)lications A(lvis()t)' (2ommittee

Space Physics Strate_y-Imt)lem(,t_tation Study (1990).
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Icmlih kitu_e _ AllllPIimtli_

_he overarching goal of Earth science and applications as fornndated by the Earth System Sciences

(;(mnnittee of the NASA Advisory Connci] is t():

Obtain a scient_" understanding of the entire Earth system on a global scale by describing how its component

parts and their interactions have evolved, how they function, and how they may be expected to continue to evolve
on all time scales.

_tndv of l)henomena in Earth's atmosphere, oceans, on land, and within the biosphere must be directed at

im(h'rstanding the resl)ol_sible i)hysica], chenfic'al, al_d biological pr(K.esses that operate to unify the Earth

enviromnent as a system. These processes nmst then be cast in the form of algorithms for assimilation into

global models. Finally, these models tnust be tested against comprehensive, long-term, global-scale data sets in

order to validate their accnr;.tcv ;.tsdescriptive and predictive tools.

CURRENT SITUATION

Dhe 1)ivision is currently deveh_ping EOS, an FY 1991 major new start, which will provide the core ele-

ments of Mission to Planet Earth: two polar spacecraft series and their science instruments and the EOS

l)ata and Information System. Together with the Earth Probes, also approved in 1991, EOS will provide the

hmg-t('r;n, global-seah _, self-consistent data sets reqnire(l for monitoring, m_derstanding, and predicting

global change.

a urrent llight 1)rograms include the Nilnbns-7 research satellite now returning global ozone data: the Earth

lla(liation Bndget Experiment to measure the global energy, bahmce that is important to climate and global

change; the Upper Atnmsplwre Research Satellite, which will be launched in 1991 to study the chemistry and

dynamics of the stratosphere and mesosphere important for the ozone layer; the Ocean Topography Exped-

ment (TOPEX/POSEI1)ON), a joint project with France that will map the global circulation of the oceans; the

NASA Scatterometer and a Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer to fly on the Japanese Advanced Earth

Observations Satellite for measurement of the wind stress that drives ocean currents and couples the atmo-

sphere to the sea; the I_,A(;EOS II laser geodynamies satellite joint project _4th Italy for measuring crustal

motions; RadarSat, a joint project with Canada in which the U.S. will launch a Canadian radar satellite for

polar ice and snow studies; and the Total ()zone Mapping Spectrometer, to fly on a Soxiet meteorological
satellite in 1991 and a small free-fiver in 1993.

Dhe Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer is also the first in the line of Earth Probes, an Explorer-class line

of missions, which will taro' out observations to complement EOS with measurements that cannot be carded

out f'rom polar orbit. (hlrrent phms include additional flights of the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

instrmnent on U.S., Japanese, and Soviet spacecrat}, the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission, and other

small missions currently under initial study.

Deveral Shuttle payload missions are l)lanned, including the Shuttle Solar Backscatter UltraViolet instnt-

ment for atmospheric ozone s(mnding, the Atmospheric Lahorator?, fi)r Applications and Science for

measuring the solar output and the chemistr?' and dynamics of the atmosphere, and the Space Radar Labora-

tory tbr Earth remote-sensing and imaging. The foundation for Earth science space-borne instruments is the

l)ivisi(m's airc,raft and Shuttle l)ayh_ads development program. The aircraft obse_'ation program is used to

snl)port field experiments on Earth system process studies and For instrmnent development. The Dix_sion

continues to develop and launch NOAA's polar-orbiting and geostationau' operational environmental satellites,

and it is responsible for the developnwnt, launch, on-orbit checkout, and achievement ofon-orbit operations

of the Advanced Communications Technolo_* Satellite. In addition, the Division recently assnmed responsi-

bility fi)r COSPAS-SAFISAT, a satellite-based search and rescue program.
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STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR THE NEXT 5-10 YEARS

I_lhe long-tern1 strategx' for the Earth Science and Al)plications DMsion has been defined by tile Earth

System Science Conlmittee and tilt' subsequent definition of the U.S. (;lobal Change Research Program by

the interagency Committee on Earth and Environmental Science to to(us on three objectives: (1) establish an

integrated, comprehensive monitoring program }or Earth system measurements on a global scale; (2) conduct

a program of focused studies to improve our understanding of" tile ph,vsical, chemical, and biological processes

that influence Earth system changes and trends on global and regional scales; and (;3) develop integrated

conceptual and predictive Earth system models.

Do achieve the first goal, the Division has devised tile concept of Mission to Planet Earth: the Earth

Observing System of polar orbiting spacecraft, a series o(" Earth probes, and a set of"geostationary orbiting

platforms. T'he second and third goals required the reorganization of the Division into interdisciplinar3.,

elements in Earth system process studies for understanding of global change. More focused efforts in con-

structing models of tilt' Earth as a global system, and the construction of a data and information system tbr

easx access to global space-based Earth remote-sensing data have also been established.

I_lhe first steps in cltrr}4ng out this strategn:' have been taken. First, the l)Msion has been reorganized along

interdisciplinary research lines and into Four main elements to match the stated objectives: two Flight Pro-

gram elements (EOS is treated as a single program element) to provide for global-scale Earth obsem'ations

and monitoring, a Modeling and l)ata Analysis element to provide forthe construction of Earth system models

and EOSI)IS as the princil)al element of a data and intbrmation system For global scale Earth observation
data, and an Earth System Process Studies element for basic research to understand how Earth fimctions as a

global system. The second major step is the initiation of the core elements of" Mission to Planet Earth as a new
start in FY 1991.

Dne essential element of" EOS that was not started in FY 1991, the EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar (EOS

SAIl), will require new funding in the future. The SAIl is required for surtace geological studies and for

understanding the global carbon cycle. Planning is undemvay for the E()S SAIl and for the final element of

Mission to Planet Earth: the (;eostationary Platforms. (;eostationarv Platforms are re(luired for observation of

processes that have large diurmd variation, a,d others, such its precipitation, volcanoes, and severe storms,

which occur only during short periods of time, and theretore camlot be lm)perlv sltn@ed from polar orbiting

spacecraft that see specific ground targets only twice a day. New fimding for this final component of Mission
to Planet Earth will be needed in the second halt'of the 1990s.

ADVISORY COMMITrEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on (;Iobal (;hange, National Ac'adem} ot" Sciences

Toward an Uuch'_:stamlin g of Global (',lmnc_e: Initial Priorities.ft, the U.S. Contri/nttio_l to the Iuternational

Geo.s'pherelBios'phere Program (1988).

Committee on Earth Sciences, Federal Coordinating Committee on Sciencu, Engineering and Technolog,_',

Office of Science and Technologo: Policy

Our Chan:Li,_ Plain't: The FY 1990 Research Plan (1989.

Our Cha,lLi,g Ha,et: Thc FY 1991 U.S. Global ChautLe Rc.warch Program (1990).

Our Chan_inlL Plain't: The FY 199'9, U.S. Global Chan:Le Research Pro:Lram (1991).

Earth System Sciences Committee of the NASA Advisom ' (hmncil

Earth System Scie,ce: A ProJ, Iwm fm Global Chan_v (1986).

Committee on Earth Sciences of the Space Seience Board, National Academy of Sciences, National
Research (;(mncil

A Strate_!/_f_r Earth Sciem'cfnm_ Space i_ the 1980s, Part I: Solid Eadh and Oceans (1982).

A Strate_y.f_r Earth Sch,lwefrom Space i, the 19,SOs, Part II: Atmo.sldu'rv am! Interactions tcith the Solid
Earth, Ocem_s, and Biota (1985).

Strategy for Earth Explorers in Global Earth Sciem'c.s' (1958).

U.S. Global Cha_qdc Re.seam'h Program, a, Asses.wm')d qf thc FY 1991 l'lm_s (1991)).



OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS

Life kiences

Dhe life sciences program has four major goals:

Ensure the health, well-being, and productivity of humar_s in space.

Develop an understanding of the role of gravity on living systems.

Expand our understanding of the origin, evolution, and distribution of life in the universe.

Promote the application of life sciences research to improve the quality of life on Earth.

Dhe lift" sciences i)rt)gram extends fr()m fimdamental biological research using the spaceflight en_dronment

to applied clinical medical practice with two principal themes: (1) basic scientific research in biomedical

physiology', space biology.', biospherics, and exobiology,; and (,9) enabling technology, definition, development,

and operatiomd implementation of medical support and life support systems for human spaeel]ight.

D arth-based research, conducted in NASA laboratories and in extramural programs centered on universib,'-

based indi_ddual Principal Investigators and Specialized Centers of Research and Training, is combined _4th

on-orbit research to study basic processes on a variety of animal and plant species, as well as human beings.

The exobioh)g,)' alld biosl)heric elements of the program use planeta_' exploration spacecraft, ground- and

space-based astron_)mi('al observatories, and Earth observing systems, in addition to ground-based laboratory

and fieht studies, to understand the processes that led to the origin of life and to study the continuing inteq_lay

between planeta_' environments and living processes.

_he I)ivision pro_i(les the requirements, l)ractices, and procedures fi)r medical, environmental, and

operational life support, medical support, and extravehicular activity systems fin" the Space Shuttle, Space

Stati(m Free(hml, and Mission from Plam't Earth. The Division also deveh)ps specific medical and life support

systems, defines planetary protection requirenw]_ts, establishes operational protocols and procedures, and

performs imphmwntation monitoring.

CURRENT SITUATION

D ftbrts have been initiated to expand the access to space required by Division science programs, to upgrade

the ground-based research infrastructure as recommended by several advisoL'y panels, and to develop program

elements that require I¢)l]g lead times. These efforts contimw to be constrained t)v limited resources.

Dpace IAfe Sciences missions, scheduled to commellee in 1991 and to continue at the approxinmte rate of

one dedicated mission every 2 years, represent the first opportunity since Skvlab to collect systematic experi-

mental data on primal3 physiological systems. This series of missions is augmented by cooperative Spacelab

missions, including International Microgravity I,aboratorv missions and Shuttle middeck secondar3,, payload

experiments, h_ addition, the Division is conducting joint scientific studies utilizing the Soviet (:OS*IOS

t)iosatNlite tlights every 2 vt'ars, and is expanding its program of collaborative biomedical studies utilizing the

Soviet Mir space station.

_h e Division has been conducting tht' Extended l)uration Orbiter Medical Program for 13- to 16-day

missitms. The prt)gram monitors cardiovascular and netuomuscular performance capacities under optimized

countermeasures to ensure that crew capability remains withiu established perfi)rmauce limits. The goal of

medically certil}ciug the extended duration Ol)t'rations by the time of the first U.S. Micr()gravity Laboratory

flight remains dependent upoll the accumulation of sufficient experience with extended flight subjects.

_ hret' NASA Specialized Centers of Research and Training have been established to mobilize university-

based talent to c(mcurrentlv advance basic knowledge amt generate effective strategies to solve specific

prtd)h'ms in gravitational biolog),', environmental health, and bioregenerative life support. Additional Centers

in radiatitm bit)log,,). and exobiolog).: are plaHned.
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STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR NEXT 5-10 YEARS

Dire sciences experimentation requires exposures o[' statistically significant numbers of al)prot)riate spuci-

mens under controlled conditions fi_r periods of" time that are meaningfid to living systems. The 1)ivision will

increase its access to regular spaceflight opportunities of h'ngthier dm'ation x_4th a continuation of the ex-

tended-duration Spaculab series thrtmghout the decade and a major augmentation of" collaborative research

activities with our Soviet colleagues on Mir. The proposed Lifesat series will enable space-based quantitative

studies of biological effects of the unique spectrum of"space radiation as well as basic microgravity research on

plants and animals.

D lthough a fimctional Space Station Freedom offers a unique Olw_rtu,ity 1or international leadership in

space lifk" sciences research, we must guarantee our scientific community contim,tv in the utilization of

pressurized maimed laboratories. Since life sciences participation on Freedom in carh' in the plannin_ phase,

we plan contimmtion of the dedicated Spacelab series throutr, h at least flight five. Also plamled in a further

laboratory devoted to brain and behavioral research that will prm'ide unique neurological information critical

to support the Nation's commitment to the I)t,cadt, of the Brain. EXlx'riment hardwart' developed for the

Spacelabs of the late 1990s will be transitional in design and function so that it can be largely employed tm

Freedom Station, when needed. Extension of tht' Spacelab era also permits us to tlv unique payloads that

might not be compatible with early Spa,,'c Station Freedom phases. These would include the Rhesus facility,

which is planned for three tlights.

he Biospheric Research Terra Initiative will be proposed to enhance the use of E()S data. The Biospheric

Hesearch Program is also contributing to thu coordination and planning of multiagency research in the area of

fresh water systems. B,v integrating data provided by orbiting satellites with ground-truth research, the

initiative wouht develop a predictive understanding of freshwater ecosystems and the management alternatives

to mitigate adverse envirtmmental impacts on this resource. The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence

Microwave Observing l_rojt,ct will commence operations in October 1992, providing search capabilities that
far exceed the stun of all earlier searches. The multidimensional search of the microwave universe, as viewed

through the terrestrial window, will finish at the turn of the century.

_ uture human exploration activities will be supported by augmented groundIbased research efl})rts in

advanced medical care, radiation health, advanced counterm¢'asurt,s including artificial _ra_4t)_, closed-loop life

support, and human factors. This research, much of which x_ill involve studies within suitable analog environ-

ments, uill establish a firm foundation for the planning of |'utmt' human missions.

ADVISORY COMMrI'rEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Committee on Space Biolok,)." and Medicine of the Space Sciences Board, National Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council

L(_' Beyond the Earth',s" Ent:inmment - The Biology of Living Organisms in Space (1979).

A Strate_y.fi_r Space Biolo_.y and Medical Science fi." tlu' 1980,s' and 1990s (1987).

Committee on Planetary" Biolo D and Chemical Evolution of the Space Sciences Board. National Academy of
Sciences. National Research Council

Otis.in and Et:olution of L{fi'- hnpli(ration.fi. the Planet,s': A Scientific Strategy|or the 1¢080,s' (1981).

The Search fi." L{fi"s' Origins: Pn)Fre,s,s and Futnn' Directions in Planetanj Biology and Che.&:al
Ecohltion (1990).

Committee on Planetary Biol. D' of the Space Sciences Board, National Academy of Sciences, National
Research Council

Rc..,tc Scns'ing qf t]." Bio._p]wn' (1986).

Life Sciences Strategic PlamdnR Study Committee of the NASA Advisor' Council

Explorin_ It.' Litin_ Unitt,r,s'e: ,4 .Strate.,,u for_..._.Space I,_" Scicnc_',s' (1988).
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Microgravily Science and Applications

_he microgravity science and applications program uses the unique attributes of the space enviromnent to

conduct research in three prinmr?' areas: ( 1 ) fimdamental science, which includes the study, of the behavior of

tl,ids, transport 1)henomena, condensed matter physics, and combustirm science; (2) materials science, which

includes electronic and photonic materials, metals, alloys, glasses, and ceramics; and (3) biotechnolog% which

focuses on nmcromolecular crl,'stal growth and cell science. The major goal of the program is to:

Deveh_p a comprehensive research program in fundamental sciences, materiaL_ science, and biotechnology, to

attain a more structured understanding of those physical phenomena made obscure by the effects of gravity.

_his goal is accomplished by defining and conducting a broad-based microgravi_' research program in the

physical, chemical, and biological sciences, supported by the developme,d of tlight instrumentation. The

Kr()wth of an interdisciplina o' research community is fostered, and international cooperation and coordination

in conducting space research are encouraged. The program uses the future capabilities of Space Station

Freedom, together with free-|lying platforms and Extended Duration Orbiter missions. Research in the space

enviromnent sho, ld result in the promotion of industrial applications for the development of new, commer-

cially vial,h" pr,)ducts, services, and markets.
CURRENT SITUATION

he microgravity program uses an evolutionau' approach that starts with new ideas arising from individuals

or teams of investigators. Proposals are peer-reviewed and, if accepted, are approved for ground-based or

flight develol)nlent, depending on concept maturity. New ideas m_dergo a ground-based definition stage to

allow progress in supporting theoQ, and experimental data and the development of sharply fiJcused flight

objectives. Some hypotheses may be refined or confirmed and their associated flight apparatus validated using

grtmnd-based reduced-gravity fktcilities where test environtnents of val)4ng durations are available: up to 5

seconds in drop towers and drop tubes, 30 seconds in aircraft, and up to 15 minutes in suborbital rockets. To

cost-effectively sut)port those investigations requiring longer periods of reduced gravity', the microgravi b' flight

program uses a broad base of available carriers and carrier resources, including the Space Shuttle Orbiter with

its middeck, cargo pallet, Spacelab, and Get Away Special canisters. The additional resources necessao, to

maintain the level of experimental effort to produce the high-quality flight experiments of the future is the

subject of an augmentation that has heen proposed for FY 1992.

_he microgravit)' effort is now entering a phase of high flight experiment activi)'. Two additional protein

cr?*stal growth experiment flights and tire flight of the first microgravity combustion experiment were highly

successful. In 1992, the first International Microgravit 7 Laboratom' xsill be launched. It will car D' multiple

flight experiment apparatus built t)y investigators both from the United States and our international partners,

made availabh" to the U.S. science community: through a cooperative science program. Microgramme' experi-

ments will also tlv on several other Shuttle missions in the coming year. Additional near-term opportunities are

the U hired States Microgravity Laboratory and the United States Microgravity Payload series of flights, both

scheduled to begin in 1992. A NASA Research Announcement (NRA) was issued in 1990 to solicit ground-

based and flight combustion experiments. Approximately 6.5 proposals were received, of which six were funded

for tlight experimentation and 12 for grom/tl-based experimentation. An NRA t}_r Containerless Processing

was released late in 199(/, arr(I proposals xx611be received and evaluated in the coming }'ear.

STRATEGY TO BE PURSUED FOR NEXT 5-10 YEARS

Dhe microgravity science and applications discipline _sill continue to utilize the ground-based research

program, which is necessar?, in tire development of high-qualit?* flight investigations. The program will also

attempt to obtain additional resources to augment tire research efforts to the level necessar?' to continue to

initiate and produce high-qualit?' flight experiments tbr the future.
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ahe Dix_sion is currently developing plans for tile release of additional Amnmncenlents of Opportunit)_ and

N RAs that will be used to continue to obtain high-quality science investigations. Upon acceptance for the

ground-based program, a Principal Investigator can pursue a 3-year project that is reviewed annually. In the

flight program, an Investigator is fimded for definition or flight development depending on the experiment's

initial level of maturi_. Transition from experiment definition to flight development is accomplished via a

structured rex4ew process that examines the scientific and technical progress of the investigation.

ahe flight program will continue to pursue the development and flight of scientifically worthy experiments.

To this end, the program will utilize the opportnnities offered by the International Microgravity LaboratoD',

U.S. Microgravil), LaboratoD', and U.S. Microgra_i b, Payload series of missions, as well as other possibilities

on the Space Shuttle as independent cargo bay or middeck experiments. Initial studies of the requirements

and feasibilib, of utilizing the capabilities of free-flyers are being initiated. Also, the development of methodol-

ogy; and processes for analyzing, documenting, and arehiving the flight data is being addressed.

D s a filrther adjunct to the flight program, a new initiative is under consideration to support several

significant fimdamental science experiments that are now read}' to proceed to flight development. Numerous

peer re_4ews have determined that the scientific merit of the experiments warrants flight opportunities.

ttowever, these flight experiments generally lie outside the current and planned microgravib, flight hardware

capabilities. The Division is also currently exploring options for the use of suborbital rockets and free-flyers in

order to most efficiently match investigation needs with carrier capabilities.

an the latter part of the 1990s, Space Station Freedom _-ill provide additional capabilities, particularly

greater experiment duration and flexibilit T. Several multiuser microgra_4b, facilities are now being defined for

potential use on Space Station Freedom. Hardware requirements to support the facilities are also being

identified in order to influence Space Station Freedom design. Precursor apparatus flown on the Shuttle will

provide experience with operations and development of instrumentation and subsystems for use in these

Freedom Station facilities. Additional emphasis will be placed on development of telescienee and automation

in order to effectively use the Space Station Freedom facilities.

an a further attempt to maximize the earl)' use of Space Station Freedom, a study is also presently under-

way to examine the feasibili D' of using seleeted hardware originally built for Spacelab on Space Station

Freedom. This study will define the scientific plausibility of performing the experiment on Space Station

Freedom as well as the hardware modifications required and their cost and sehedule implications.

ADVISORY COMMrI'rEES AND RELEVANT REPORTS

Subcommittee on Microgravity Science, Applications, and Commercialization, Space Applieations Advisory,

Committee of the NASA Adviso O, Council

General Program Review and Recoml_wndations Re_arding the Micn_gravity Centers (1987).

Microgravil T Materials Science Assessment Task Force, NASA tteadquarters

Microgracity Materials. Science Assessment Task Force Final Report (1987).

Microgravit)' Science and Applications Review Committee, Universities Space Research Association

Review of Micro_ravity Science and Applications Pro_r(m_s, January-March 1987 (1987).

Task Group on Fundamental Physics and Chemist_', Space Science Board, National Research Council

Space Science in the Twenty-Firs't Century: Imperatives fi)r the Decades 1995 to 2015 - Fundamental

Physics" and Chemistry (1988).

Space Station Science and Applications Advisor' Subcommittee of the Space Science and Applications

Advisory Committee, NASA Advisor" Council

Sum_mry Minutes, Summer Study, Woods Hole, MA (1990).
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Acronym List

ACE ..................... Advanced Composition Explorer

ACTS ..................... Advanced Commumcations Technology Satelhte

ATLAS ....... Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science

CRAF ...................... Comet Rendezvous Asteroid Flyby

CRISTA ............ Cryogemc Infrared Spectrometer Telescope for Atmosphere

DXS .............. Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer

EUVE ............. Extreme UltraViolet Explorer

EUVE RETR............. Extreme UltraViolet Explorer Retrieval

FAST .................... Fast Auroral Snapshot Explorer

GRO ........................ Gamma Ray Observatory

HST REV.............. Hubble Space Telescope Revisit

IML .................. International Microgravity Laboratory

LAGEOS............... Laser Geodynamics Satellite

LITE .................... Lidar In-space Technology Experiment

MSAT ..................... Mobile Satellite

OAET-FLYER........... Office of Aeronautics, Exploration and Technology-Flyer

ORFEUS.................. Orbiting and Retrievable Far and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer

SAMPEX ................. Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetosphenc Particle Explorer

SL ......................... Spacelah

SL-D ....................... Spacelab, German dedicated mission

SL-E ....................... Spacelab, ESA sponsored mission

SL-J ........................ Spacblab, combined NASA/Japanese mission

SLS ................... Space Life Sciences laboratory

SOHO .................. Solar and Heliospheric Observatory

SPAS ...................... Shuttle Pallet Satellite

SPTN ...................... Shuttle Pointed Autonomous Research Tool for Astronomy

SRL ........................ Space Radar Laboratory
SSSUV ................... Shuttle Solar Backscatter UltraViolet instrument

SSF-UF ................... Space Station Freedom-Utd_zation Flight

SWAS ................ Subm_llimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite

TOMS ................... Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer

TOPEX .................... Ocean Topography Experiment

TRMM .................... Troptcal Rainfall Measurement Mission

TSS ................ Tethered Satellite System

UARS ................. Upper Atmosphere Research Satelhte

USML ..................... United States Microgravity Laboratory

USMP ................. United States M_crograwty Payload

WISP ........ Waves In Space Plasma

XTE ....................... X-ray Timing Explorer

• Space Shuttle Launch • Expendable Launch Vehicle Launch • Other Maler Events



1991 STRATEGIC PLAN

Major Events in Space Science and Applications

First Quarter

IML-1

ORFEUS-SPAS

ATLAS-3/
CRISTA-SPAS/
SSBUV-A-02

ATLAS-4/WISP/
SSBUV-A-03

• •
Small CRAF
Explorer-4

SmallExplorer-5

A
Ulysses
JupiterFlyby

SL-D2

SPTN-4

USML-2

• •
SLS-3 SRL-3

Second Quarter

GRO SLS-1

• • • •
ATLAS-l/ TOPEX/ SAMPEX USML-1
SSBUV-4 POSEIDON

• • •
ATLAS-2/ SLS-2 Polar
SPTN-2/
SSBUV-A-01

• •
IML-2 USMP-3/

OAET-FLYER(SPTN)

SL-D3/E1 Ulysses SWAS
OverSun's
NorthPole

• •
USMP-5 Lifesat-1

• • • •

TOMS SSF/UF-1 Lifesat-2 ATLAS-6/
SSBUV-A-05

Third Quarter

SSBUV.3

Geotail

SL-J

TSS-I

MarsObserver

LAGEOSII/
USMP-1

• •
USMP-2/ TOMS
SPTN-3

• •
Mars Galileo
Observer IdaFlyby
Arrivalat
Mars

Ulysses FAST
OverSun's
SouthPole

MSAT

• •
SOHO USMP-4

ATLAS-5/SSBUV-A-04

• • •
USMP-6 SL-E2 Small

Explorer-6
TRMM

Fourth Quarter

Galileo UARS
Gaspra
Flyby

EUVE

• •
ACTS/DXS Wind

• •

LITE/SPAS-3 SRL-1 HSTREV

SRL-2 XTE/EUVERETR

• •

SPTN-5 Galileo
Arrival
at Jupiter

Cassini

ACE

• •
SLS-4 SSF/UF-2

Notes: Launch readiness dates (in calendar years) for OSSA plannmg purposes

Dates based on March 21 rewsion to February 1991 manifest
FY1997 and beyond reflects OSSA Civil Needs Data Base
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